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1. Introduction

Digital technologies, and the modern Internet, have over the last 30 years

shaped our society in unprecedented ways. Digital communication has

permeated our everyday tasks and interactions in a manner that has made

interconnected computing platforms an inseparable part of the modern

information society. Connected devices enable a plethora of online ac-

tivities, in which the creation, dissemination, use and manipulation of

information impacts societal, economic, social and political endeavors. The

inter-connectivity of these devices, and the roles they play in (potentially

sensitive) everyday tasks also brings with them risks; computer systems

comprising of devices that are accessible over the Internet are appealing

targets for cyberattacks. In particular, remote attacks where the attacker

gains access to a computer system without physical access to it.

Prominent enablers of remote attacks are defects in software programs

that execute on a victim computer system. In general, computer systems

execute a large number of software programs to achieve their intended

function. System software, such as the operating system (OS) run directly

on the computer hardware. System software provides basic functionality

needed by users and other software to provide a computing platform for

running application software. Application software uses the computing

platform to perform functions beyond the basic operation of the computer

itself. System and application software is developed by a mixed set of

software developers, most of whom are not experts in software security.

Consequently, software programs may have defects, which can be exploited

by a sophisticated adversary to gain unauthorized access to the computer

system through a run-time attack. That is, the adversary provides a

malicious input, generally referred to as the exploit, to the victim pro-

gram to trigger program actions never intended by the software developer.
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Run-time attacks differ from conventional malware, which carries out its

malicious program actions through a dedicated program executable, in

that run-time attacks influence benign programs to behave maliciously.

Consequently, run-time attacks are an important technique for remote

exploitation, which allows the adversary to carry out attacks without prior

access to the vulnerable system. In remote exploitation, the exploit is

delivered remotely to a vulnerable process running on another machine on

a network. If successfully executed, the exploit can provide the adversary

access to the target machine across the network, or download and execute

some form of malware on the target machine. In fact, one of the first

instances of malware that spread extensively on the Internet employed a

run-time attack to infect new hosts: in 1988, the Morris worm [99], created

by Robert Tappan Morris, spread among DEC VAX and Sun machines

running BSD or SunOS UNIX, affecting ≈ 10% of all computers connected

to the Internet at the time, and disrupted Internet access for several days.

1.1 Background and research environment

After the Morris worm incident, the field of computer security developed

rapidly. Over the past thirty years, the study of run-time attacks has seen

an ever-escalating arms race between increasingly sophisticated attacks

and defenses to thwart them [131]. Run-time attacks against native code

programs, i.e., programs that are compiled directly to machine code, are

commonly caused by memory errors, such as buffer overflows. Buffer

overflows have consistently remained one of the most common root causes

of vulnerabilities in native code programs.

Buffer overflows. A buffer overflow is caused by software defects which

lead to improper or missing bounds checks on memory operations on a

memory buffer. Often, these errors are situation-dependent, requiring

specific circumstances in order to occur. For example, a buffer overflow

may occur as a result of careless memory copy operations, such as a call to

strcpy() which copies a string from one location in memory to another. The

buffer overflow occurs when the size of the string being copied exceeds the

capacity of the destination buffer, and the program tries to access memory

beyond its intended range. An adversary that controls the input data, such

as a string, which is written to the buffer can craft malicious input which

is written past the boundaries of the buffer in memory. This may allow
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the adversary to influence a program’s internal data in ways that alter

the programs behaviour. For instance, an overflow in a buffer allocated on

the program stack can allow the adversary to modify data stored in the

current, or a previous function’s stack frame. This allows the adversary to

influence the values of local variables, a stored frame pointer or the return

address previously written to the stack.

Control-flow attacks. The ability to influence the return address, or other

addresses used by program instructions that change the execution flow,

enables the adversary to perform control-flow attacks [123]. In a control-

flow attack, the adversary overwrites an instruction address used by the

victim program to hijack the flow of execution, and redirects the processor

to execute instructions chosen by the adversary. Control-flow attacks can

allow arbitrary code execution, and thus can be particularly devastating,

as they can grant complete control of a victim system to the adversary.

Memory safety. The first line of defense against run-time attacks is to

avoid introducing memory errors altogether. Automatic protection against

memory errors at programming language level is the most significant

development to this end. Modern application programming languages

are protected from various software flaws which are the root causes of

memory vulnerabilities. For example, the Java programming language

ensures the spatial safety of memory accesses; that is, its built-in run-time

error detection ensures that only memory references that stay within the

bounds of their intended objects are allowed. Java also provides temporal

safety for memory accesses, i.e., guarantees that memory references at any

given time target an existing object in memory, and references to objects

that have already been deallocated are not possible. Java achieves this

through automatic memory management that keeps track of references

to program objects. This ensures that objects remain in memory as long

as references to them exist in the program. Run-time garbage collection

automatically reclaims memory occupied by objects that are no longer used

by the program. Programming languages that provide both spatial and

temporal safety for memory accesses are said to be memory safe.

Memory-safe programming languages have effectively eliminated large

classes of run-time attacks against application software. However, memory

safety comes at a high price, both in terms of increased use of system

resources for executing the code, as well as removing the ability for pro-

grammers to manage low-level memory accesses, e.g, accesses to hardware

interfaces. These drawbacks make memory-safe programming languages
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unsuited for systems programming, i.e., the development of systems soft-

ware that provides services for other software, and embedded software

development. Consequently, memory-unsafe programming languages, such

as C and C++, remain widely used for systems programming, because pro-

grams written in such languages can: 1) interact directly with underlying

hardware, e.g., manipulate hardware registers to write device drivers,

2) be written to be efficient, with little run-time overhead, and a small

runtime library (or even none at all), 3) be certain that no runtime system

will interrupt time critical tasks, guaranteeing that the task can complete

within a pre-determined time. The fact that run-time attacks continue

to be a prominent technique for remote attacks can be attributed to the

prevalence of system software written in memory-unsafe languages.

Secure software development. Security-aware software development

practices are proactive measures that help to avoid introducing mem-

ory errors and other software defects in systems programming. Static

analysis tools, including linters and built-in compiler warnings, will catch

many simple software defects, but the precision of automated analysis

tools generally suffers from one of two issues: 1) the tools flag any potential

defect, leaving the developer to manually dismiss huge numbers of false

positives, or 2) the tools are too conservative, and apply heuristics to reduce

false positives, but will miss actual defects as a result.

Apart from static analysis, software defects related to input processing

can be detected via fault injection. Fault injection is a form of dynamic

testing; the program under test is executed and fed incorrect inputs, and

its behaviour is observed. During observation, the program can be run

in a debugger or test harness to collect diagnostics data that can help in

pinpointing the cause of identified errors. Fault injection with the objective

of determining the degree to which a system can function correctly in

the presence of invalid inputs is called robustness testing. In contrast to

static analysis, robustness testing does not produce false positives, but

may require a large number of test cases before it uncovers defects. Fuzz

testing, or fuzzing, is a specific subclass of robustness testing, in which

test case generation is heavily automated. Effective fuzz testing generates

semi-valid inputs that are not directly rejected by the program, but create

unexpected behaviour further in the program’s execution. However, to

perform effectively, fuzz testing requires significant time and resources to

explore the possible input space.
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Defense techniques. Unfortunately, the adversary has an asymmetric

advantage over software developers when mounting run-time attacks. Soft-

ware development will always be constrained by the amount of available

developer and testing resources and delivery deadlines. Consequently, it is

unreasonable to assume that software deployed in real-world environments

will be completely free of software defects. The adversary, on the other

hand, may only need to identify a single vulnerability to carry out their

attack. Reactive defenses aim to harden software against run-time attacks,

even in the presence of software defects, in order to detect and thwart run-

time attacks before they can be carried out and cause harm. For example,

control-flow integrity (CFI) [1] is a prominent defense technique against

control-flow attacks. The goal of CFI is to prevent control-flow hijacking

by allowing control flows present in a program’s control-flow graph (CFG),

while rejecting any other flows. Other prominent defense techniques are

discussed in Section 2.4.

Over the last decade there have been significant advances by both re-

searchers and practitioners in understanding and defending against run-

time attacks, especially those that attempt to defeat CFI. Practical defenses

against run-time attacks must consider how to trade-off security, perfor-

mance and deployability. Software-only defenses that retrofit programs

written in C and C++ with memory-safety or CFI guarantees can be effec-

tive, but suffer from prohibitively high run-time or memory overheads. For

this reason, the CFI solutions deployed in the real-world are generally less

precise than state-of-the-art solutions discussed in the scientific literature.

The prevalence of control-flow attacks in modern run-time exploitation

has also prompted major processor vendors to integrate security primitives

into their processor designs to thwart specific attacks efficiently. Hardware-

assisted defenses have been shown to drastically improve the efficiency

of attack detection, but they face various deployment challenges, such as

requiring 1) invasive changes to the underlying processor architecture, or

system software stack, 2) overly-restrictive security policies, which have

difficulties dealing with the inherent flexibility of C and C++, leading to

compatibility issues with existing software.

Embedded systems. Embedded systems are another challenge for the

adoption of both hardware-assisted and software-based defenses. C and

C++ continue to be the languages of choice for embedded software develop-

ment. Consequently, embedded code is equally susceptible to the introduc-

tion of memory errors as the code for systems software for general-purpose
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computers. Embedded systems typically have far fewer computational

resources — memory and CPU power — compared to general-purpose

computing platforms, and are commonly subject to real-time constraints,

i.e., a system event must be guaranteed a response within a specified time

deadline. Errors in dynamic memory allocation, such as memory leaks

and memory fragmentation can hurt performance in well-resourced envi-

ronments, but are typically benign. However, in embedded systems, due

to limited memory and applications that are supposed to run indefinitely,

they can cause availability problems as they can exhaust their memory

resources prematurely. For this reason, embedded software development

generally favors static and automatic (stack) allocations in favor of dynam-

ically allocated memory. These properties make embedded systems less

susceptible to certain classes of memory errors, but also make many de-

fenses proposed for general-purpose processor architectures unwieldy and

impractical for embedded systems. Furthermore, embedded software rely

far less on an underlying OS for operation. Some systems even dispense

with an OS altogether, with the embedded application running directly on

the hardware. Colloquially, such systems are referred to as “bare metal”.

Such systems are commonly reactive, with discrete pieces of code being acti-

vated in response to system events triggered through hardware interrupts,

as opposed to discrete applications being scheduled to run interleaved by

the OS. This limits the deployability of defenses which provide OS-level

safeguards against run-time attacks, and require novel solutions to meet

the requirements of these systems.

Recent advances in programming languages show promise in being able

to support both memory safety, and low-level control required by embedded

development. Rust1 is a general-purpose language which uses static analy-

sis to guarantee that programs are memory-safe. Thanks to static analysis,

the developer does not manually manage memory allocated on the stack

and heap, but the compiler automatically inserts proper allocation and

destruction routines and points in the program, where objects in memory

are created and disposed of. This allows memory management in Rust to

be automatic, yet deterministic, unlike memory managed by a run-time

garbage collector. While Rust shows promise in the ability to meet the

demands of embedded development, it is unlikely to displace C and C++ in

the foreseeable future.
1https://www.rust-lang.org/
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Table 1.1. How each publication relates to the research questions defined in Section 1.2.

Publication

RQ1 I

RQ2 II, III

RQ3 IV, V, VI

1.2 Goals and contributions

The goal of this dissertation is to explore how hardware-assisted defenses

can protect against run-time attacks without incurring a significant per-

formance penalty. In addition, we consider the deployment of defenses

on embedded systems, including low-end microcontrollers (MCUs), where

the challenges for embedded deployment are amplified. In particular, we

answer the following research questions:

Research Question 1 How can prominent CFI-based defenses be adapted

to meet security and deployment requirements of commercial low-end em-

bedded devices? (RQ1)

Research Question 2 How can an external party learn about run-time

attacks and the dynamic behaviour of an embedded device? (RQ2)

Research Question 3 How can hardware-assisted defenses thwart at-

tacks that aim to defeat CFI? (RQ3)

The dissertation consists of this compendium together with the six publi-

cations included at the end. Each research question is answered by one

or more of the included publications. Table 1.1 explains which research

questions each publication relates to. For research questions with multi-

ple associated publications each individual publication either provides a

partial, or an alternate solution to the research problem.

The contributions of the individual publications are summarized below:

Publication I: “CFI CaRE: Hardware-Supported Call and Return

Enforcement for Commercial Microcontrollers

Publication I identifies a number of challenges in realizing CFI on low-

end commercial MCUs, and presents the design and implementation of a

novel architecture, control and return enforcement (CaRE) that achieves

robust CFI on MCU systems. The publication addresses RQ1 by tailoring

the shadow stack, a well-known CFI solution, to extend control-flow protec-

tion to interrupt-driven code, and protects the integrity of critical shadow
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stack data using hardware-assistance available in contemporary commer-

cial MCUs. This results in a lower performance overhead compared to

equivalent software-based shadow stack schemes that are realizable on

low-end embedded devices.

Publication II: “C-FLAT: Control-Flow Attestation for Embedded

Systems Software”

Publication II proposes control-flow attestation (CFA), a novel technique

that allows an external party (verifier) to precisely learn the execution path

of a program running on a remote, potentially malware-infected, embedded

device (prover). It also presents C-FLAT, a prototype implementation

of CFA that instruments program binaries with CFA functionality. The

publication provides an initial solution to RQ2 that relies on both software

and hardware-assistance to realize CFA.

Publication III: “LO-FAT: Low-Overhead Control Flow ATtesta-

tion in Hardware”

Publication III presents a practical hardware-based approach to CFA,

which enables efficient recording of a program’s execution path without

the need for software instrumentation. The publication improves upon the

solution to RQ2 presented in Publication II by realizing CFA in hardware

without the performance overhead associated with software-based control-

flow measurement.

Publication IV: “HardScope: Hardening Embedded Systems

Against Data-Oriented Attacks”

Publication IV proposes run-time scope enforcement (RSE), a novel

hardware-assisted memory compartmentalization approach enforces

compile-time memory safety constraints (e.g., variable visibility rules)

at run-time. It also presents HardScope, an implementation of RSE for

the RISC-V instruction set architecture and the open-source PULPino

single-core microcontroller system. The publication provides a solution

to RQ3 that aims to prevent data-oriented attacks, i.e., run-time attacks

which influence the behaviour of a victim program without an effect on the

program’s control-flow integrity. Thanks to hardware-assistance, Hard-

Scope can enforce RSE with only a small performance overhead (≈ 3%) in

embedded benchmarks.
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Publication V: “PAC it up: Towards Pointer Integrity using ARM

Pointer Authentication”

Publication V explores the use of ARMv8.3-A pointer authentication (PA)

to provide integrity for both code, and data pointers on upcoming ARM

application processors. The publication provides an alternative solution to

RQ3 without requiring any additional hardware support.

Publication VI: “PACStack: an Authenticated Call Stack”

PA-based defenses thwart an attacker from modifying or fabricating a

pointer, but are vulnerable to pointer reuse where the adversary harvests

legitimate protected pointers and substitutes a vulnerable pointer with a

harvested pointer that passes authentication. In particular, pointer reuse

allows the adversary to undermine CFI guarantees in current PA-based

defenses [109]. Publication V narrows the extent of reuse attacks against

PA, but does not completely preclude them. Publication VI shows how PAC

chaining, i.e., calculating an iterative sequence of pointer authentication

codes (PACs), can be used construct statistically unique PACs for function

return addresses by making them dependent on a particular call path.

We use PAC chaining to realize an authenticated call stack, where each

element is cryptographically bound to the previous elements on the stack.

The performance overhead is small (≈ 3%).

1.3 Research process and dissertation structure

Systems security deals with building systems that remain dependable

against conditions, such as errors, accidents, or malicious attempts that

may compromise the security and privacy guarantees of the system. While

systems security generally focuses on the design, implementation and

testing of complete systems, the definition of a system can range from [3]:

1. a discrete product or a component, such as a cryptographic protocol,

an embedded device, or the hardware of a computing device

2. the above, plus system software (such as the OS), communication

infrastructure, and ephemeral components that interact with 1.

3. the above, plus one or more applications

4. any or all of the above plus IT staff

5. any or all of the above plus internal users and management

6. any or all of the above plus customers and other external users
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As such, systems security commonly requires cross-disciplinary expertise,

tools, processes and methods, such as cryptography and computer security,

hardware engineering, formal methods and even knowledge of economics,

applied psychology, organization studies and law. Equally important (but

not sufficient) are system engineering skills; from business process analysis

through software engineering to evaluation and testing [3].

This dissertation focuses on systems that comprise a computing device,

its system software and one or more applications. The proposed defenses

in each publication aim to harden the system under consideration to with-

stand certain classes of run-time attacks. We generally exclude external

assets and stakeholders from the system model each publication deals with,

with the exception of entities directly participating in security protocols

part of the solutions (e.g., the verifier in Publication II and III).

We employ a similar methodology to answer each research question.

First, we analyze the problem and relevant defenses proposed in litera-

ture, and identify the shortcomings of such prior art. Then we design a

solution that addresses the problem, and the shortcomings by utilizing a

hardware/software co-design. We implement a proof-of-concept prototype

to demonstrate functionality of the proposed solution. Using the proto-

type, we then evaluate the solution, using relevant metrics. Finally we

describe the design, proof-of-concept, and the results of the evaluation in

the corresponding publication.

Analysis. For each research question we define a threat model [125] that

describes the motivation, methods and abilities of a hypothetical adversary.

The purpose of the threat model is to define, in a systematic manner, the

probable adversary’s profile, the most likely attack vectors, and the goal

of the adversary. The threat models are presented in the corresponding

publications as indicated in Table 1.1.

While a reasonable real-world adversary would aim to carry out attacks

by methods which require the least amount of effort, Publication IV and V

aim to thwart data-oriented attacks. Data-oriented attacks, in particular

data-oriented programming (DOP) [69] may require substantially more

effort compared to equivalent control-flow attacks. In these cases we

assume that the adversary may operate under conditions which prevent

control-flow attacks to be carried out, e.g., they are precluded by the

proposed defense itself (Publication V), the proposed defense is instantiated

in a configuration effective against control-flow attacks (Publication IV), or
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Usability Deployability / 

Cost

Security

Figure 1.1. Triangle of aspects considered in system evaluation [12]. Systems security
has to deal with the challenge of how to build systems that are simultaneously
easy-to-use, and inexpensive to deploy while still guaranteeing sufficient
protection?

control-flow attacks are precluded by an orthogonal defense. Consequently

the adversary resorts to data-oriented attacks to circumvent any protection

mechanism that precludes control-flow attacks.

Design. The design presented in each publication is typically the result

of an iterative process of refinement of an initial idea, down to an imple-

mentable solution. This process of refinement requires the expertise of

several difference fields including computer science, electrical engineering

and cryptography. As such, the final design is the result collaboration

between teams comprised of experts in these field.

Proof-of-concept. The proposed defense in each publication is imple-

mented as a proof-of-concept system designed to demonstrate the function-

ality of the principle to be integrated into other systems. Proof-of-concept

prototypes of circuits demonstrating novel hardware primitives were eval-

uated in instruction-set architecture (ISA) simulation, and in the case of

Publication IV also realized on a field-programmable gate array (FPGA)

prototyping system. For defenses based on existing hardware-primitives,

the proof-of-concept systems either utilized FPGA environments (Publi-

cation I), software simulation of processor system models (Publication V,

andVI), or actual hardware circuits (Publication II).
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Evaluation. The publications in this thesis consider the triangle of eval-

uation criteria (Figure 1.1): security, usability, and deployability during

system design to ensure the efficacy of the resulting system, and in evalu-

ating the efficacy of the proposed defenses. The need for systems security

solutions to balance security, usability and deployability has been under-

stood by practitioners for a long time [3]. It was first formalized in the

context of user authentication [18]. Each aspect interrelates with all the

others; for instance achieving perfect security, i.e., making sure the sys-

tem is able to withstand all possible attacks under an arbitrarily strong

adversary model, is likely to make the system unusable, or increase the

cost to the point at which the system becomes infeasible to deploy in prac-

tice. Systems that aim for having an impact in the real world therefore

have to deal with trade-offs, sacrificing the level of security that can the-

oretically be achieved in favor of, e.g., compatibility with existing source

code, or improved performance. Hardware-assisted defenses that introduce

new hardware primitives (Publication III and IV) have a large cost of

deployment up front. On the other hand, hardware-assistance can greatly

improve the efficiency of the enforcement of a security policy (Publication

III), or enable a defense methodology to remain effective under a stronger

adversary model (Publication I), compared to software-based approaches.

Therefore, any new hardware primitives must be carefully considered

to ensure that their security benefit outweighs the cost of incorporating

the design in a circuit design. Defenses that utilise existing hardware-

primitives (Publication I, II, V, and VI) are easier to deploy, since they do

not require changes to the underlying hardware platform.

Dissertation structure. The remainder of the dissertation is organized as

follows: Chapter 2 provides necessary background on run-time attacks

and presents a taxonomy of prominent defenses. Chapter 3 presents each

proposed defense, and explains in detail how the defenses proposed in this

thesis address the research questions in Section 1.2. Chapter 4 discusses

the practical, and theoretical implications of the results presented in this

dissertation. It also reflects on the reliability and validity of the results,

and makes recommendations for further research. Chapter 5 concludes

the discussion, summarizes the achieved results, and puts them in the

context of the bigger picture in the field of systems security.
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This chapter provides background on the most relevant classes of run-time

attacks and defenses. The concepts introduced in this chapter are the

necessary background to understand the remainder of this dissertation.

We begin with a motivating example (Section 2.1), then review the most

prominent classes of run-time attacks including control-flow attacks (Sec-

tion 2.2) and data-oriented attacks (Section 2.3). Finally, this chapter

introduces a taxonomy of defenses (Section 2.4) which covers prominent

state-of-practice and state-of-the-art defenses against run-time attacks.

Since run-time attacks commonly exploit the properties of low-level

runtime system and execution models of native software, they are typically

tailored to a specific processor architecture. Wherever possible in this

chapter, we explain the principles of run-time attacks in an architecture-

independent manner. However, the publications in this thesis focus on

reduced instruction set computer (RISC)-based CPU architectures, such

as ARM and RISC-V. Background information on the ARM architecture is

provided in Publication I.

2.1 Run-time attacks

Recall from Chapter 1 the distinction between a run-time attack and con-

ventional malware: a run-time attack triggers unintended program actions

in a non-malicious (“benign”) program to make it carry out malicious ac-

tions. In general, run-time attacks enable an adversary to compromise

the intended operation of a program by exploiting software defects, such

as memory errors. For example, a bounds error during a memory copy

operation can lead to a buffer overflow that can be exploited to write data

beyond the intended bounds of a buffer. We define the notion of a run-time

attack as follows:
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Run-time attack

A run-time attack exploits software defects at program run-time to

influence a benign program to behave maliciously.

Vulnerability. Not all software defects lead to errors that are exploitable

in a run-time attack. For a program to be susceptible to run-time attacks,

it must exhibit a defect which 1) the adversary has means to reach via a

chosen attack vector, and 2) is “useful” in terms of allowing the adversary

to reliably exploit it to achieve the goal of the attack. A software defect

which satisfies these requirements is called a vulnerability:

Vulnerability

Software defects which enable an attacker to compromise the security

of a software system. A vulnerability consists of the 1) susceptibility

of a system to a particular defect, 2) access to the defect, and 3) the

capability to exploit the defect.

Attack vector. An attack vector is a means by which an adversary can

gain access to a software defect they can exploit to mount a run-time attack.

Any part of a program that receives input from an untrusted source can

be used as an attack vector. Examples of attack vectors include network

protocol messages, e-mail attachments, web pages and even user input.

Attack vector

A source of malicious input used to carry out a run-time attack.

Exploit. In order to carry out a run-time attack, the adversary must con-

struct a malicious input that 1) triggers the software defect, and 2) corrupts

program memory to induce the program to behave in a manner desired by

the adversary. The malicious input used to carry out a run-time attack is

commonly referred to as the exploit:

Exploit

A malicious input used to carry out a run-time attack.
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The Morris worm fingerd attack. The Morris worm [99], discussed in Chap-

ter 1, exploited a software defect in the fingerd daemon – a service that

allows user information to be queried between UNIX systems. The worm

started a Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) session with the fingerd

daemon and transmitted its exploit; a specially crafted query that was

larger than the capacity of the 512-byte buffer fingerd used to store client

queries. The fingerd daemon would not limit the number of bytes it reads

from the client, and would subsequently write past the end of its stack.

The area of memory after the stack contained the string “/usr/ucb/finger”

that would be used as a shell command executed by fingerd to prepare

the response to a client query. The Morris worm exploit was crafted to

overwrite the correct number of bytes past the end of the buffer to replace

the command string with the string “/bin/sh” (the Bourne shell on a VAX

machine). Consequently, as a result of the exploit fingerd would proceed to

start a shell with no arguments instead of executing the finger command.

Since the shell was run in the context of the fingerd daemon, the standard

input and output would be redirected to the network socket connected to

the client, allowing the worm to issue a sequence of shell commands that

would propagate a copy of the worm onto the new host.

In this run-time attack against fingerd, the software defect was caused by

a standard C library function called gets(). This function reads a sequence

of characters, and writes them to a destination buffer until a newline

character is encountered in the input. However, gets() fails to validate

whether the input fits to the destination buffer. Consequently, a large

enough input will exceed the buffer’s bounds, and result in gets() over-

writing data in memory adjacent to the buffer. The gets() function was

implemented without taking security concerns into account, and the use

of gets() has subsequently been classified as a software weakness that can

lead to exploitable security vulnerabilities1. In fact, the C11 standard [71]

completely removes gets() from the C language standard.

Software weakness

A defect in the software implementation, code, design, or architecture

that if left unaddressed could lead to exploitable security vulnerabili-

ties.

1CWE-242: Use of Inherently Dangerous Function

https://cwe.mitre.org/data/definitions/242.html
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2.2 Control-flow attacks2

By 1996, attack techniques had developed to the point where stack-based

buffer overflows in particular could be reliably exploited. This was made

possible by the discovery of control-flow hijacking. Control-flow hijacking

enables the ability to execute arbitrary code without relying on functional-

ity provided by the victim program, such as invoking an external command

as in the Morris worm attack against fingerd. The class of run-time attacks

that leverages control-flow hijacking is called control-flow attacks. In a

control-flow attack, a memory vulnerability, such as a buffer overflow, is ex-

ploited to corrupt code pointers, such as subroutine return addresses stored

in program memory. Since code pointers provide control-flow information

that is used to guide the program’s flow of execution, manipulating code

pointers allows the adversary to subvert the intended control-flow, and

cause the program to take malicious actions, such as creating a backdoor,

installing malware, or accessing sensitive data.

Control-flow attack

A control-flow attack exploits program vulnerabilities to subvert the

intended control-flow of a program.

Broadly speaking, control-flow attacks can be divided into two major sub-

classes: 1) code-injection, and 2) code-reuse attacks. In Figure 2.1 a sample

program is represented by call graphs that depict calling relationships

between subroutines in the program. Each node in the graph represents a

subroutine and each directed forward-edge (A,B) indicates that subroutine

A calls subroutine B. The corresponding directed backward-edge (B,A)

indicates subroutine B returning to subroutine A.

In a code-injection attack (Figure 2.1a), the objective of the adversary

is to inject malicious code (¶) into program memory, and then exploit a

memory vulnerability (·) to tamper with a code pointer in order to transfer

control to the malicious code (¸). The first goal can in principle be achieved

by loading the malicious code in any local buffer large enough to hold the

malicious code. Allocations made for large C strings in the programs static

data, stack or heap are ideal for this purpose [98]. However, malicious

code introduced to program memory at run-time will be disconnected from

the program’s call graph. Consequently the malicious code will never be
2This section uses material from the author’s unpublished lecture notes from the

Software Security course organized at the University of Helsinki, March 2013
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Figure 2.1. High-level representation of code-injection, and code-reuse attacks.

reached in benign program execution. To alter the program’s control flow,

and transfer control to the malicious code, the adversary must identify and

exploit a program vulnerability which will allow them to tamper with code

pointers, such as a C function pointers, C++ virtual method table (vtable)

entries, or return addresses stored on the program stack. In practice, a

common pattern in code-injection attacks is to exploit stack based buffer

overflows to corrupt an area of the stack containing a return address, and

at the same time inject the malicious code in subsequent stack space. In

Section 2.2.1, we present the technical details of code injection performed

via buffer-overflow vulnerabilities.

Code-injection attack

A code-injection attack is a subclass of control-flow attacks that hi-

jacks the intended control flow of a victim program and redirects it to

previously injected malicious code. [42]

Code-injection attacks require the ability to inject new executable code

to program data memory. This makes code-injection attacks ineffective

against systems where data memory is non-executable. In fact, counter-

measures against code injection in modern central processing unit (CPU)

architectures are typically based on making writable data memory, such

as the stack and heap, non-executable (Section 2.2.1). Once the non-
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executable stack was proposed as a countermeasure against code injection,

new techniques to launch control-flow attacks quickly emerged, in the form

of code-reuse attacks.

Code-reuse attacks (Figure 2.1b) builds upon the idea of circumventing

countermeasures based on a non-executable stack by diverting control flow

into existing executable code, already present in the program’s memory.

Consequently code-reuse attacks avoid the need to introduce new, malicious

code into program memory, and thus remain effective even when data

memory is made non-executable. Similar to a code-injection attack, the

adversary hijacks the victim program’s control-flow by exploiting a memory

vulnerability to manipulate code pointers stored in memory (À). However,

in contrast to code-injection attacks, code-reuse attacks recombines existing

code sequences on-the-fly to generate a new, malicious program. The

adversary can compromise the benign control flow of the program in a

number of ways to combine code sequences. For example, the adversary

can: 1) introduce new edges to the call graph (Á), 2) cause backward edges

(returns) to be taken without a matching forward edge (call, Â), 3) violate

function entry points, i.e., transfer control flow to the middle of a function’s

code (Ã), and 4) cause existing forward-edges in the control-graph to be

taken out of sequence (Ä).

Code-reuse attack

A code-reuse attack is a subclass of control-flow attacks that hijacks

the intended control flow of a victim program to take an unintended

execution path in pre-existing program code. [42]

Buffer overflow attacks. The specifics of a control-flow attack depend on

the type of vulnerability that is being exploited, e.g., the type of code pointer

being manipulated to hijack the control-flow. Run-time attacks which

involve overflowing a buffer are referred to as buffer overflow attacks [98].

Buffer overflow vulnerabilities are a class of software defects which are

prominently exploited by run-time attacks. The techniques to exploit a

buffer overflow vulnerability vary by processor architecture, operating

system, and the location in memory where the buffer is allocated. Stack-

based buffer overflows are particularly favoured in real-world attacks

because they are relatively easy to exploit. Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 describe

as examples the details of control-flow attacks that target a stack-based
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buffer-overflow vulnerabilities. In preparation for discussing technical

details of such attacks, the following section reviews the operating principle

of the program stack.
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Figure 2.2. Layout of process virtual memory in 64-bit ARM GNU/Linux. Such systems
use either 39-bit, 42-bit, 48-bit, or 52-bit virtual addresses. The highest
significant bit of an address indicates whether the address points to the kernel
(¶) or user space (·–¼). The figure depicts a 39-bit address layout which
enables addressing of 512 GB of virtual memory in user space. User space
memory contains the stack (·), memory mappings (¸), heap (¹), and program
image, including the block started by symbol (BSS,º), data (»), and text (¼)
segments. The stack consists of several stack frames (½).

Ultimately, any computer program will be reduced to a sequence of

machine code instructions which are executed one by one by the CPU.

The CPU control unit contains a program counter (PC) register, which

(in most processor architectures) contains the memory address of the

next program instruction to be executed. The CPU uses the PC to track

program execution; each time an instruction is fetched from memory, the

PC value is incremented. In a multiprocessing operating system, each

instance of a program being executed is called a process. In modern

multiprocessing operating systems, each process is assigned a region of

virtual memory, which includes the call stack (Figure 2.2 ·), a process’

mapped memory (¸), heap (¹), and program executable (º–¼), including

program instructions (¼). Addresses in virtual memory are translated

by the CPU’s memory management unit (MMU) to the corresponding
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addresses in physical memory. Figure 2.2 shows a high-level illustration of

the virtual memory layout of a process (modeled after the memory layout

in the 64-bit ARM version of the GNU/Linux OS3). Any shared libraries

are also loaded into process memory, and execute with the same process

privileges as the rest of the program. The operating system makes sure

that processes cannot access the memory of other processes; with the

exception of explicitly shared memory.

The program call stack holds intermediate computation data during run

time and consists of a number of stack frames (½), data structures that

contain the state information for a particular instance of a subroutine

call. Subroutine invocations with a corresponding stack frame are “live”,

i.e., their execution has not yet been completed. Stack frames typically

contain storage for the subroutine’s local variables, return address, and a

stored frame pointer pointing to the beginning of the previous stack frame.

The stack pointer (SP) register, which contains the address of the “top” of

the stack, keeps track of the call stack size. Typically, the call stack is

ascending in memory, i.e., the SP holds the lowermost memory address of

the stack. When a subroutine call occurs in the program, any subroutine

arguments that cannot fit in registers are pushed onto the stack by the

caller. In ARM architectures [9, 10], the subroutine return address is

initially stored in a dedicated link register (LR) upon a subroutine call. Non-

leaf subroutines, i.e., subroutines that perform calls to further subroutines

typically store the return address in LR on the stack at the beginning of

subroutine (the subroutine prologue). In contrast, in the x86 family of

CPU architectures the call instruction itself places the return address

on the stack by copying the current value of the PC (called the extended

instruction pointer (EIP) on x86). In either case, when the call instruction

is executed, the memory address corresponding to the entry point to the

subroutine is loaded into the PC, overwriting the previous PC value. When

the subroutine execution completes, i.e., the CPU encounters a return

instruction (ret), the stack frame is freed, and the saved return address on

the stack is restored to the PC. This causes program execution to proceed

from the instruction following the initial subroutine call.

In a buffer overflow attack, the goal of the attacker is to exploit a buffer

overflow vulnerability to corrupt program data on the call stack, such as

the stored return address, to take control of how the program behaves.
3Memory Layout on AArch64 Linux:

https://www.kernel.org/doc/html/latest/arm64/memory.html
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Buffer overflow vulnerabilities are caused by incorrect bounds on memory

operations on buffers. An example is the improper use of the strcpy()4

function. The strpy copies a null-terminated C string pointed to by its

second parameter, src, byte by byte to a destination buffer, dest, specified

by its first parameter. A precondition expected by the strcpy application

programming interface (API) is that dest must be large enough to fit

the string src points to, including the terminating null byte. If this pre-

condition does not hold, and dest is a local buffer allocated from the stack,

strcpy() will proceed to copy bytes past the end of the buffer. Bytes written

past the bounds of the buffer overwrite memory allocated for other local

variables and, if the string pointed to by src is large enough, eventually

the return address. If an adversary has influence over the content of the

copied string, e.g., src points to user provided input, then the adversary

will be able to control the value of overwritten variables and the return

address after the buffer overflow. Consequently, the program is vulnerable

to a buffer overflow attack.

2.2.1 Code-injection attacks via buffer overflow

Recall from Section 2.2 that in a code-injection attack, the adversary must

inject malicious code into the victim program’s memory, then hijack the

programs control-flow to execute the malicious code. The malicious code

injected into program memory is commonly called shell code [98], as a

typical goal of an attack is to create a backdoor by invoking a command

shell the adversary can use to control the compromised host.

Shell code

Shell code is malicious code injected into memory of a victim program

in a code-injection attack.

In a code-injection attack that exploits a buffer-overflow vulnerability,

the goal of the attacker is to craft an exploit which will: 1) inject the

shell code into program memory. 2) overflow a vulnerable buffer on the

stack, and overwrite the stored return address with an address to the shell

code. When the CPU uses the corrupted return address to return from the

current subroutine, it will transfer execution to the adversary’s shell code.
4Linux Programmer’s Manual. STRCPY(3). Release 5.06, March 2019:

http://man7.org/linux/man-pages/man3/strcpy.3.html
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In the simplest form of the attack, the shell code is written to the corrupt

stack frame along with the return address chosen by the attacker. However,

unless the attacker has access to the memory layout of the process, he

is faced with the problem of determining the exact address of the buffer

on the stack in order to jump to the beginning of the shell code. The

oldest and most widely known technique to circumvent this issue is called

the NOP slide5. The idea of a NOP slide is to corrupt large sections

of the overwritten memory with values corresponding to no-op machine

instructions, i.e., instructions that do nothing when executed by the CPU;

then place the actual shell code after the no-op instructions (see Figure 2.3).

The sequence of no-op instructions is referred to as the NOP slide, since if

the attacker manages to overwrite the return address with any address

within the NOP slide, program execution will “slide” up the corrupted

section, eventually hitting the actual shell code at the end. This mitigates

the problem of determining the exact address of the overflown buffer by

allowing the attacker to take a guess at a proper value for the corrupted

return address. The NOP slide effectively increases the size of the valid

target area which will lead to the execution of the shell code.
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return address
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(a) Stack layout before buffer overflow.

corrupt return address

NOP slide

shell code



(b) Stack layout after buffer overflow.

Figure 2.3. NOP slide. In a buffer-overflow attack the adversary corrupts a vulnerable
buffer (¶) and the return address (·). The shell code (¸) is prepended with
no-op instructions (the NOP slide, ¹). This allows the adversary hijack the
program’s control-flow by guessing the address of any instruction in the NOP
slide. Note that if the vulnerable buffer is not large enough to hold the shell
code and NOP slide, the adversary can place them after the return address by
corrupting the previous stack frame.

5http://web.archive.org/web/20110724121346/http://www.phreedom.org/solar/honeynet/

scan20/scan20.html
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The success of a NOP-slide attack depends on the attacker’s ability to

guess successfully an offset within the NOP slide. The chance of success

depends on the size of the NOP slide. The amount of memory available

for the NOP slide depends on the amount of memory allocated for the

overflown buffer, and the current depth of the stack.

NOP slide

A NOP slide is a sequence of no-op instructions, placed before shell

code to allow the adversary a larger target for guessing where to divert

control flow in order to execute the shell code.
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(a) Stack layout before buffer overflow.
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(b) Stack layout after buffer overflow.

Figure 2.4. Trampoline instruction. The adversary can avoid the need to guess the location
of the shell code by locating a suitable trampoline instruction, such as jmp %esp

(À) in program memory. The adversary then places the shell code (Á) in the
previous stack frame so that it begins at the address where the SP will point
to after the return from the vulnerable function (i.e., the top of the stack after
the return). The return address (Â) is corrupted to point to the trampoline
instruction which, when executed, will transfer control to the shell code.

To overcome this shortcoming, a slightly more sophisticated technique

can be employed to jump to the memory location pointed to by the SP

upon subroutine return. This allows the attacker to avoid the need to

guess stack offsets and a large NOP slide. Instead, the attacker injects

the shell code relative to the SP into the memory occupied by possible call

parameters and the previous stack frame (see Figure 2.4). To achieve

this, the attacker must determine the address of a suitable trampoline
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instruction somewhere in program memory, such as jmp %esp in the x86

architecture, which in turn would transfer the flow of execution to the

exploit instructions on top of the stack.

Trampoline

A trampoline is a sequence of instructions used to transfer control

flow to a desired target in a control-flow attack, e.g., an address stored

in a register.

Unintended instruction sequences. In practice, a particular program

might not intentionally contain instructions to a jump to a particular

register. However, in CPU architectures with variable-length instruction

encoding, e.g, x86, the attacker is likely to find an unintentional instance of

a suitable opcode, i.e., a sequence of bytes specifying the jump operation, by

interpreting the instruction stream in program memory at a different offset

than intended [123]. Consider for instance the following x86 instruction,

found at address 0x00172718:

0x00172718: 84 2d fb ff e4 16 test %ch,0x16e4fffb

Interpreted at offset 0x00172718, the test instruction performs a bitwise

AND on two operands. However, interpreted at offset 0x0017271b, the in-

struction stream contains the value 0xff 0xe4, which is the opcode for the

jmp %esp instruction in the x86 instruction set.

0x0017271b: ff e4 jmp %esp

By contrast, on an architecture such as ARMv8-A, all instructions are

32 bits long and 32-bit aligned, and hence there is no ambiguity regarding

where instructions start or stop. On such architectures, unintentional

instructions, as the one described above, do not occur [123].

Countermeasure: Write XOR execute (W⊕X)

A widely deployed countermeasure against code-injection attacks is en-

forcing a W⊕X policy [116] on memory containing program data, e.g., the

non-executable stack (Section 2.2). W⊕X prevents attackers from execut-

ing shell code injected onto the stack or heap by ensuring that protected

program segments are not writable and executable at the same time. W⊕X

is typically implemented using a non-executable bit enforced by the MMU

in the underlying hardware platform. On the 64-bit x86 architectures, the
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AMD no-execute (NX), or Intel execute-disable (XD) bits control whether

W⊕X is enabled at page granularity. The ARM architecture has supported

a similar execute-never (XN) bit since ARMv6-A [5, p. B4–8]. If an instruc-

tion to be executed is loaded from a memory page with the non-executable

bit enabled, the hardware raises a fault. W⊕X is today supported by all

major operating systems (OSs), including Windows6 and GNU/Linux [137].

Write XOR execute (W⊕X)

A W⊕X policy enforces that memory pages are either writable or

executable, but not both.

2.2.2 Code-reuse attacks via buffer overflow

The main drawback of W⊕X is that it only prevents attackers from injecting

new executable code into memory. Attacks that circumvent W⊕X quickly

emerged. These attacks revolve around diverting control flow into existing

executable code, already present in the process’ memory. The first such

exploit was documented by Alexander Peslyak in the Bugtraq mailing list

in 1997 [107]. In Peslyak’s return-into-libc attack, the adversary exploits

a buffer overflow to place a forged stack frame onto the program stack.

The forged stack frame contains function arguments and a forged return

address. The adversary then replaces return address on the call stack with

an address of a subroutine that is already present in the program binary

or a loaded shared library. The C standard library, libc is the most likely

target, as it is always linked to C programs. When the victim program

returns from the vulnerable subroutine the control flow is transferred to

the subroutine chosen by the adversary. That subroutine then reads the

function arguments from the forged stack frame7, performs its function,

and finally returns to the return address in the forged stack frame. The

adversary can for instance choose to invoke an arbitrary external program

by targeting the system() function in a return-into-libc attack. By priming

the stack with a series of forged stack frames, the adversary can chain

together a sequence of library calls [93].

6Beginning with Microsoft Windows XP SP2:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/win32/memory/data-execution-prevention
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Return-into-libc attack

A return-into-libc attack is a subclass of code-reuse attacks that sub-

vert the intended control flow of the victim program and redirect it

to one or more pre-existing subroutines in shared libraries, or the

program image.

Borrowed chunks exploitation. Note that return-into-libc attacks were

first demonstrated on the 32-bit x86 architecture, where the C declaration

(cdecl) calling convention always passes function arguments via the stack.

On architectures where function arguments are passed in registers, such

as 64-bit x86, or ARM, return-into-libc attacks must be augmented using

an attack technique called borrowed code chunks exploitation [77]. In

borrowed code chunks exploitation, instead of directly performing a return

into the target function, the attack exploits a subroutine epilogue with one

or more pop %reg instructions before a return instruction. The “borrowed”

epilogue acts as a trampoline that loads the arguments to registers before

subsequently redirecting control flow to the target subroutine.

W⊕X does not prevent return-to-libc attacks because the executed code is

already loaded into the process memory, and is intended to be executable.

However, W⊕X is still considered worthwhile to deploy as it raises the bar

for the adversary, without as a cost on performance. Initially, return-to-libc

were also considered to be a less powerful attack compared to arbitrary

code injection [113]. This was because, in a return-to-libc attack, the at-

tacker is constrained to calling one function after another, thus executing

only straight-line code, as opposed to branching and other arbitrary be-

haviour available via code injection. Furthermore, it was believed that an

attacker was limited to only those functions available in the program’s text

segment and loaded libraries, so by removing certain functions from linked

libraries it might be possible to restrict the capabilities of the attacker.

Unfortunately, the discovery of more powerful attack techniques proved

this belief to be false.

Return-oriented programming. Return-oriented programming

(ROP) [123] is a subclass of control-flow attacks, that instead of targeting

libc functions, overwrite the stack with a series of addresses to short se-

quences of (possibly unintended) instructions in program or library code.

Each such sequence is called a gadget, and has the following properties

which sets ROP apart from return-into-libc attacks: 1) Each gadget, when
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executed by the processor, only needs to perform one operation. As a conse-

quence, gadgets can be very short – as small as two or three instructions.

2) Gadgets typically lack a function prologue and epilogue, but always end

in an indirect branch instruction – typically a return instruction. 3) Gad-

gets have “haphazard” interfaces, i.e., they cannot be invoked in the same

way as function-call interfaces standardized as part of the application

binary interface (ABI).

The fact that gadgets end in an indirect branch instruction allows the

adversary to “stitch” together arbitrary sequences of gadgets. For example,

a gadget ending in a return instruction transfers execution to the address

of the next gadget found on the corrupt stack. The adversary constructs

the attack code by using the available gadgets as building blocks. The

constructed sequence of gadgets can contain conditional branches, and

consequently ROP attacks are not limited to straight-line code execution

as return-into-libc attacks are. Given a large enough gadget set, the set

of ROP gadgets can constitute a Turing-complete language because they

can be combined in the right sequence to perform any computable func-

tion [123]. Consequently ROP can enable the execution of arbitrary code,

without the need to inject executable code into victim program memory.

The x86 instruction set is particularly vulnerable to ROP, as any random

byte stream can (with high probability) be interpreted as a series of valid

instructions with a large number of suitable gadgets. In his seminal

paper on ROP-attacks [123], Hovav Scacham shows that the set of gadgets

found via inspection in 32-bit x86 libc is Turing-complete, meaning return-

orientated programs are capable of arbitrary code execution on the x86

architecture in any vulnerable program that includes libc. Subsequently

ROP has been extended to various other CPU architectures [22, 60, 31],

including ARM [76]. On both x86 and ARM, it is also possible to perform

ROP attacks without the use of return instructions [30] in what has become

to be known as jump-oriented programming (JOP).

Return-oriented programming (ROP)

Return-oriented programming is a subclass of code-reuse attacks

based on combining and executing a series of short instruction se-

quences, “gadgets”, chosen from the address space of a program. Each

gadget ends with an indirect branch instruction, such as a return,

that transfers control from one gadget to the next. Given a large

enough gadget set, ROP gadgets form a Turing-complete language.
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Countermeasure: Address-space layout randomization

A widely deployed countermeasure against code-reuse attacks is the ran-

domization of a program’s memory layout each time the program is exe-

cuted. Address-space layout randomization (ASLR) hinders an attacker

from directly referring to objects and code in memory, e.g., the address of a

particular subroutine, as the exact addresses become unpredictable, and

vary between program runs. This increases the difficulty of return-to-libc

and ROP attacks, because an adversary will not know where, e.g., libc is

located in memory. Consequently, an adversary must attempt to guess the

location of the functions and instruction sequences required for their code-

reuse attack. Today ASLR is implemented by several general purpose OSs,

including Windows, GNU/Linux, Mac OS X, iOS, and Android. Typically,

current ASLR schemes randomize the base address, i.e., the beginning, of

the call stack, heap, shared libraries, and the program image.

Countermeasure: Control-flow integrity

Another prominent defense against code-reuse attacks is the notion of

control-flow integrity (CFI) [23]. Whereas ASLR relies on introducing

uncertainty to an attack, CFI explicitly enforces that a program’s control

flow follows a legitimate path in the application’s control-flow graph (CFG).

Figure 2.5 illustrates the high-level idea of CFI: first, the program’s CFG

is obtained via program analysis. For simplicity, Figure 2.5 shows the

call graph for an example program. In practice, each node in the CFG

represents a basic block (BBL), i.e., a straight-line sequence of machine

code instructions with no branches in except for the entry to the BBL,

and no branches out except for the exit instruction. Similar to the call

graph, the CFG nodes are connected via directed edges. However, the

edges in the CFG represent control-flow transfers between distinct BBLs.

For example, the exit instruction of a BBL can be a branch instruction

supported by the processor, such as a direct or indirect jump, direct or

indirect call instruction, or a subroutine return instruction. Once the CFG

has been analysed, CFI checks are emitted at points in the code, where exit

points from CFG nodes occur. The CFI checks are executed at run-time,

and validate whether or not the control-flow events at exit points conform

to edges in the program’s CFG. For example, in Figure 2.5 the CFI check

at function F will enforce that the exit from F only targets function A. If

the adversary tampers with the return address at F (to redirect execution

to D) the CFI enforcement will immediately terminate the program.
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Disallowed edge: (F,D)

Figure 2.5. High-level representation of control-flow integrity.

Control-flow integrity (CFI)

CFI is a defense against code-reuse attacks that enforces that a pro-

gram’s control-flow at run-time corresponds to a pre-defined control-

flow graph.

In practice, CFI can be instantiated at different levels of granularity. A

considerable body of research on run-time attacks and defenses throughout

the 2010s was devoted to an arms race [131] between increasingly sophisti-

cated code-reuse attacks [30, 127, 17, 43, 65, 66, 26, 19, 27], and different

methods to enforce CFI [35, 63, 108, 64, 55, 91, 1, 44, 96, 39, 40] in order

to thwart such attacks. We discuss a few different possible instantiations

of CFI in Section 2.4.6.

2.3 Data-oriented attacks

The prominence of CFI-based defenses paved the way for attack techniques,

that aim to circumvent CFI. Data-oriented attacks do not modify the control-

flow, but instead corrupt data used by the victim program for decision-

making to influence its behaviour. In other words, every edge in the

execution trace of a program under a data-oriented attack is identical to

some edge in the program’s CFG. In general, we can distinguish between

two major classes of data-oriented attacks: 1) non-control-data attacks,

and 2) data-oriented programming (DOP).
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Non-control-data attacks. Non-control-data attacks [33] are data-oriented

attacks where a memory corruption vulnerability is used to corrupt pro-

gram data, but not any code pointers such as return addresses or function

pointers. By this definition, non-control-data attacks are not a recent

discovery; even the Morris worm fingerd attack described in Section 2.1

fits this description. As demonstrated by the Morris worm, under the

right circumstances, non-control-data attacks can be as as powerful as

control-flow attacks; corrupting the parameter to a sensitive function such

as libc’s execve() can enable the adversary to execute arbitrary programs.

Non-control-data attacks have also been shown to enable privilege escala-

tion by corrupting variables used in, e.g., authorization decisions, disable

security checks, or leak sensitive data [33]. However, non-control-data

attacks have not received as much attention as control-flow attacks since

they are more situational, and rely on functionality specific to particular

victim programs. In contrast, control-flow attacks can target a larger class

of programs that exhibit the correct types of memory errors.

Non-control-data attacks

Non-control-data attacks are a subclass of data-oriented attacks, that

corrupt program data, but not code pointers.

Heartbleed. Real-world examples of non-control-data attacks include at-

tacks against the Heartbleed vulnerability8 in the popular OpenSSL cryp-

tographic software library. Heartbleed exploits a buffer over-read to trigger

an information leak that enabled an adversary to undermine the SSL/TLS

encryption used to secure the communication with web servers over the

Internet. Figure 2.6 illustrates how the Heartbleed bug can be exploited.

Heartbleed affects the TLS/DTLS Heartbeat Extension that allows a com-

munication peer at one end of a secure connection to test the communica-

tion links by sending a heartbeat request message. The message consists

of a payload along with the payload’s length expressed as a 16-bit integer.

The payload is typically a text string. The receiving peer must then reply

the exact same payload back to the sender (Figure 2.6a). The vulnerable

versions of OpenSSL use the integer in the length field to determine the

size of the memory buffer it allocates for the reply message, without taking

into account the actual size of that request’s payload. Due to improper
8http://heartbleed.com/
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(a) A benign heartbeat request might ask the peer to “send back the four-letter

word ’bird’” resulting in a response of “bird”.

(b) A malicious heartbeat request of “send back the 500-letter word ’hat’” would

result the victim to responding to the request with “hat” followed by 497

subsequent characters it happens to have in active memory.

Figure 2.6. The Heartbleed vulnerability. Image source: https://xkcd.com/1354/ by Randall
Munroe licensed under CC BY-NC 2.5.

bounds, the reply consists of the payload, followed by whatever data hap-

pens to be in the allocated memory buffer. Heartbleed is exploited by

sending a malformed heartbeat request with a discrepancy between the

payload size and the size indicated by the length field. By including a small

payload, but specifying a large length field value to the vulnerable peer

the adversary triggers an erroneous response that allows them to read up

to 64 kilobytes of the victim peer’s memory (Figure 2.6b). Although the

adversary has control over the disclosed memory block’s size, they do not

have control over its location, and therefore cannot choose what data is

revealed. However, in practice the allocated memory block is likely to have
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been used previously by OpenSSL, and the Heartbleed vulnerability has

been shown to enable information leaks that reveal the secret keys used

for X.509 certificates, user names and passwords, instant messages, emails

and business critical documents and communication.

Data-oriented programming. Recent advances in data-oriented attacks

have shown that non-control-data attacks can be generalized to achieve

Turing-complete execution, similar to ROP. Such powerful data-oriented

attacks are called DOP [69]. In DOP, the adversary carefully corrupts

non-control-data to build up sequences of operations without modifying the

program’s control flow. As a throwback to ROP, the sequences of operations

leveraged by DOP are called data-oriented gadgets. Data-oriented gadgets

can be highly expressive, e.g., include assignment, arithmetic, and condi-

tional decisions. The gadgets are used in a DOP attack to simulate the

operations of a data-oriented program constructed in a Turing-complete

“MINDOP” language. In DOP, benign operations of the victim program

are repurposed to simulate MINDOP instructions, by subverting the data-

integrity of the program to cause each data-oriented gadget to operate on

adversary-controlled input. However, the construction of data-oriented

programs requires in-depth knowledge of the victim programs operation

and memory layout. Compared to non-control-data attacks, DOP also re-

quires significant attack engineering efforts to chain data-oriented gadget

together to construct malicious MINDOP programs. Nevertheless, the

threat of DOP is particularly alarming for two reasons: 1) it renders ex-

isting CFI-based solutions useless, and 2) DOP can reuse virtually any

data, making its prevention a significant challenge. DOP attacks have

been demonstrated to be feasible against real-world software [69, 56]. Hu

et al. [69] demonstrate three practical DOP attacks against the ProFTPD

file server and one DOP attack against the Wireshark packet analyzer.

Data-oriented programming (DOP)

Data-oriented programming is a subclass of data-oriented attacks

based on combining and executing a series of benign program opera-

tions on attacker-controlled input, to simulate the malicious behaviour

of a data-oriented program.
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2.4 Taxonomy of defenses

This section summarizes the main classes of state-of-the-art defenses

against run-time attacks. Figure 2.7 shows a taxonomy of defenses. It is

organized per class of attacks, where each attack is split into up to five

distinct steps based on the model introduced by Szekeres et al. [131]. The

figure depicts which class of defenses is effective against a particular class

of attacks, and at which attack step that class of defenses disrupts the

attack. The distinct attack steps are as follows:

Step ¶: Recall from Section 2.1 that the presence and discovery of a

suitable memory vulnerability is a necessary pre-condition for all run-time

attacks. Depending on the nature of the vulnerability, it may provide

either read or write access (or both) to program memory. The predomi-

nant reason for memory errors and vulnerabilities is the lack of built-in

run-time protection against erroneous memory accesses in systems pro-

gramming languages such as C and C++. Memory safety (Section 2.4.1)

is the first line of defense against the introduction of memory errors in

a program. Memory safety can be enforced at a programming language

level, if accesses to objects in memory are well-defined by the language

specification, and are enforced by compiler-generated checks at run-time.

Modern C and C++ compilers can also insert run-time checks associated

with operations on local, global, and heap objects, e.g., arrays. Such checks

ensure at run-time that write operations to a memory object stay within its

boundaries. However, a large class of system programming tasks requires

manual management of memory by the programmer, (for, e.g., efficiency).

While bounds checking can prevent buffer overflows, the associated instru-

mentation of memory accesses may incur high performance and memory

overhead [118, 97]. For this reason, comprehensive memory safety in-

strumentation is primarily useful for software testing to help identify

underlying memory safety issues before the software is deployed.

Step ·: By exploiting memory vulnerabilities, an adversary can subvert

the integrity of the program memory. Consequently, the adversary can

attempt to modify the program’s 1) code, 2) control data, i.e., code pointers,

or 3) other, non-control data. Directly corrupting program code in modern

processors is generally not possible thanks to W⊕X memory access policies

(Section 2.2.1) and code integrity measurements (Section 2.4.2). Code-

integrity measurement is used especially for privileged code, which is typi-

cally capable of altering W⊕X policies. Code-pointer integrity (Section 2.4.3)
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deals with maintaining the integrity of return addresses, function pointers,

and other code pointers that can be targeted by an control-flow attack to

hijack the execution of a vulnerable program. Software compartmentaliza-

tion (Section 2.4.4) isolates software components into distinct protection

domains for the purpose of limiting the consequences of attacks that lever-

age memory vulnerabilities.

Step ¸: The exploits crafted by the adversary typically need to refer to

data and code by their addresses in memory. Precise knowledge of the

memory layout of the victim software provides the underpinning for a

wide range of run-time attacks. Typically, the adversary must explore the

memory layout by offline analysis of the program binary, or through debug

access on a platform they control. Software diversification (Section 2.4.5)

is a defense strategy that aims to hinder the adversary’s ability to craft

reusable exploits by introducing an element of uncertainty in potential

attacks. Uncertainty can be introduced automatically through different

forms of program transformations that slightly vary the behaviour of pro-

grams. The goal is to derive a diverse set of programs, that are equivalent

in terms of high-level functionality, but resistant against a single attack

that could affect all programs at the same point in their execution.

Step ¹: In order to carry out an attack, the adversary must abuse some

benign program behaviour that operates on adversary-controlled input to

initiate the exploit. In ROP, the initiation is typically carried out by an

indirect branch or return instruction operating on a code pointer that the

adversary has manipulated. On the other hand, in data-oriented attacks,

the initiation is carried out by some larger unit of program logical, that

operates on adversary-controlled data. Control-flow integrity (Section 2.4.6)

and data-flow integrity (DFI, Section 2.4.7) are two related defenses with

the goal of enforcing that a program’s run-time control and data-flow,

respectively, conform to the CFG or data-flow graph (DFG).

Step º: Once the attacker has compromised the run-time integrity of the

victim program, it’s typically not possible to resume normal program oper-

ation. However, several classes of defenses aim to prevent the adversary

from reaching their goal, even after the victim program has been compro-

mised. W⊕X (Section 2.2.1) prevents the execution of code from data pages

such as the stack and heap. However, W⊕X can be bypassed by code-reuse

attacks such as ROP, and offers no protection against data-oriented at-
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tacks. Remote attestation (Section 2.4.8) allows a trusted component in a

device to present evidence to remote parties about the device’s software

configuration or run-time properties.

2.4.1 Memory safety

Memory safety aims to prevent the presence of memory errors that are

the underlying causes for security vulnerabilities disucssed above. Mem-

ory errors can be categorized into two major classes; 1) spatial errors,

such as buffer overflows, and 2) temporal errors, such as use-after-free

errors. Recall from Section 2.1 that spatial errors occur as a result of

unsafe memory operations that violate the intended bounds of objects in

memory. For example, dereferencing a pointer that refers to an incorrect

location in memory. Temporal errors, on the other hand, are the result

of unsafe memory operations, that violate the intended lifetime of objects

in memory — for example, dereferencing a pointer to a dynamically al-

located object that has already been deallocated (commonly referred to

as a “dangling” pointer). Temporal errors can occur as a result of error

conditions, and other exceptional circumstances, or confusion over which

part of a program is responsible for freeing a memory object. Temporal

errors can lead to memory vulnerabilities if the memory in question was

reused at some point after the original object has been freed, and now holds

another object. As the underlying data changed, accessing the memory

via a dangling pointer can cause the new object data to be interpreted by

the program as an instance of the dangling pointer’s type. Alternatively,

write operations can use the dangling pointer to modify the reused memory,

potentially corrupting the new object. Vulnerabilities can arise if either ob-

ject contains code pointers, e.g., C++ objects that contain various function

pointers scattered within object data allocated on the heap. If one of these

function pointers is overwritten by the adversary with the address to shell

code, a use-after-free can enable control-flow hijacking.

Roughly speaking, memory safety can be realized in three ways: 1) as a

built-in language feature in memory-safe programming languages, 2) mem-

ory safe dialects of conventional memory-unsafe programming languages,

3) hardening memory-unsafe languages with memory-safety guarantees

while maintaining source-code compatibility.

Memory-safe languages. There are a number of different ways to re-

alise memory-safe programming languages. Interpreted languages9, such
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Python or Perl, are parsed, interpreted, and executed statement by state-

ment by an interpreter, that implements the language runtime environment.

Managed languages, such as Java and C#, are compiled to an interme-

diate code representation targeted at a virtual machine (VM) instead of

native machine code. Both interpreted and managed languages keep de-

tails of low-level memory management hidden from the developer. These

languages maintain spatial memory-safety by having the interpreter or

VM actively checking accesses to array and buffer objects at run-time. In

addition, temporal memory-safety is maintained by a garbage collector,

which reclaims memory occupied by unused memory objects as they go

out of scope. That said, in practice, even memory-safe languages are not

completely immune to memory errors. The language interpreters or VMs

are typically written in systems programming languages, such as C, so

software defects in the runtime implementation can lead to memory errors

exploitable from an application. Similarly, many high-level languages

support foreign function interfaces (FFIs), such as Python ctypes, which

allows a program written in one programming language to call subroutines

written in another, potentially memory-unsafe, language. FFI allows the

developer to intentionally circumvent the built-in memory-safety features

of the host language, making applications using FFI prone to memory er-

rors. Nevertheless, FFI are used for the increased flexibility and potential

performance boost that comes from utilizing native code libraries.

Modern systems programming languages, such as Go and Rust incorpo-

rate memory-safety properties, while maintaining the performance and

control of a low-level language. They achieve this by relying heavily on

static compile-time analysis to optimize safety checks and memory man-

agement decisions. For example, both Go and Rust compilers perform

bounds check elimination (BCE) to avoid inserting unnecessary run-time

bounds checks where memory accesses can statically be determined to

be safe. Go relies on a run-time garbage collector to ensure temporal

safety. Rust, on the other hand, provides compile-time guarantees that

programs written in Rust are free of dangling pointers. It does this through

a system of value ownership and borrowing that is enforced by a borrow

checker at compile time. Each value in Rust has a variable designated as

its owner. At any given time, each value can only have one owner, and
9Strictly speaking, modern implementation of Python and Perl, as well as other in-

terpreted languages, actually compile source code to intermediate bytecode similar to

managed languages, and the respective interpreter contains an implementation of the

virtual machine for that bytecode.
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once the owner goes out of scope, the memory associated with the value

is automatically freed. If the value must be used elsewhere in a program

than its owner’s context, e.g., a reference to the value is passed as an

argument to a function, a reference to the value can be “borrowed”. At

any given time, a value can have either one mutable reference, or any

number of immutable references. These restrictions on variable references

make it easier for the compiler to determine whether or not references to

variables are handled safely. For example, “data races”, i.e., when two or

more pointers access the same memory location at the same time without

synchronization, and at least one of them is writing to the location, are

not possible in Rust under the borrowing rules. However, for languages

such as C, which support arbitrary pointer arithmetic, casting, and explicit

allocation and deallocation, the verification of memory safety is in general

an undecidable problem [112, 51].

Memory-safe dialects. Memory-safe dialects of C aim to augment the C

language with memory-safety features. Notable examples include Cy-

clone [72], CCured [92, 36] and the recent Checked C [53, 114]. Memory-

safe dialects add compile-time and run-time memory-safety checks to C,

typically by refining the C type system by adding new safe pointer and

array types with stricter usage models. Porting legacy code to use the safe

types can be both tedious and time consuming. To assist in the process,

CCured and Checked C rely on partially automated inference that discov-

ers a subset of safely-used C pointers that can be treated as their safe

equivalents. CCured instruments any memory accesses through pointers

that cannot be statically proven safe with checks to ensure that run-time

safety invariants are not violated. Similar to Rust, CCured’s static analysis

allows it to omit unnecessary safety checks at run-time. However, in C

benchmarks, CCured still incurs an performance overhead between 3% –

87% [92]. CCured performs particularly badly with software using garbage

collection, or many short-lived objects. In such cases its performance over-

head can reach 1000% [92]. CCured’s high performance overheads can be

counteracted by manually refactoring the program’s source code to prefer

pointers that can statically be proven safe. Checked C source-to-source

translator uses similar static analysis algorithms as CCured to produce

a version of a program’s source code to replace qualifying C pointers and

arrays with their “checked” counterparts. For some checked types, program-

mers must declare bounds for variables and members with those types

to be able to access memory. However, in contrast to CCured, Checked C
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allows mixing checked and unchecked pointers. Checked C guarantees

that any region of code that only contains checked pointers is internally

safe with regards to pointer operations. Checked C requires programmers

to add bounds declarations and checked types to the remaining code, which

cannot be automatically converted, but the ability to mix checked and

unchecked code allows this effort to be done incrementally; the program

can be compiled and tested as it gradually becomes safer. This approach

is similar to Rust, where programmers can declare certain portions of a

Rust program as “unsafe”. Unsafe Rust code relaxes, e.g., the strict borrow-

ing rules, but potentially allows run-time memory errors to occur. While

memory-safe C dialects can be easier to apply to existing, legacy codebases

compared to re-implementing the software in a memory-safe language

such as Rust, their deployability is still hampered by the effort required

convert legacy codebases to benefit from statically provable memory-safety

guarantees. As a result, C dialects have not seen widespread deployment

in the industry.

Hardening memory-unsafe languages. Finally, existing C compilers can

be augmented to instrument compiled programs with memory-safety

checks, without requiring changes to the program’s source code. Such

“hardening” of C programs has been a popular line of research, as it

promises to retrofit C / C++ programs with memory-safety guarantees,

while avoiding the main deployment hurdle of C dialects. However, as

these approaches are limited on relying on the existing semantics of C / C++

during static analysis, they typically require augmenting static analysis

with run-time heuristics to detect memory-safety violations. As a result,

the hardened program binaries often have relatively large run-time over-

heads, making many hardening approaches more suitable during software

testing, rather than to be deployed in production.

AddressSanitizer (ASan) [118] is a memory error detector for Linux avail-

able in the GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) and Clang/LLVM compilers.

ASan can detect out-of-bounds memory accesses to global, stack, and heap

objects. In addition, it can detect a number of temporal memory errors,

such as use-after-free and double-free conditions. ASan tracks objects in

memory by storing metadata on each object in a separate “shadow memory”

area that occupies a fraction of the application’s virtual memory space. The

shadow memory records which memory regions in the application memory

are allocated and used, and therefore safe to access, and which are not.
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Bounds checks. In addition, ASan enforces spatial safety by placing

blocks of “poisoned” memory between adjacent objects in stack, heap and

global storage. Poisoned memory is marked as invalid in the application’s

shadow memory, and act as “red zones”, which, if accessed, indicate a

contiguous buffer overflow, e.g., past an array boundary. However, memory

errors that enable non-contiguous accesses or accesses with a larger step

distance than the size of the red zone can violate spatial safety without

setting off the red zone.

More robust bound-checking approaches associate a lower and upper

bound with each data pointer, and check at run-time whether memory

accesses via the pointer fall within its bounds. SoftBound [90] and Hard-

Bound [46] perform pointer bounds checks against metadata stored in a

shadow memory area. However, these approaches generally suffer from

relatively poor scaling in terms of increased execution time and memory

consumption as the number of protected pointers increase. This is because

the bounds information for each pointer must be frequently retrieved from

the shadow memory. In SoftBound, which performs the bounds check

in software, accessing the shadow memory breaks cache locality when

retrieving pointer bounds. This leads to additional cache misses which

hurts program performance. As a result, SoftBound incurs an average

performance overhead of 67% in standard benchmarks. HardBound, on

the other hand, leverages hardware-assistance built into the CPU that

checks associated pointer bounds implicitly when a pointer is dereferenced.

As the check is performed by hardware logic, the average performance

overhead is reduced to ≈10%. However, both schemes have a worst-case

memory overhead of ≈200% due to requiring potentially large amounts of

shadow memory to store pointer bounds.

Intel’s memory protection extension (MPX)10 brings SoftBound / Hard-

Bound style bounds checks to commercial-of-the-shelf (CotS) processors.

MPX is an instruction-set architecture (ISA) extension introduced to Intel

x86-64 processors in the late 2015 Skylake microarchitecture. MPX adds

four new 128-bit registers for storing pointer bounds, and new instructions

for managing the bounds registers and performing checks against bounds

in the registers. Bounds checks using the bounds registers are highly

efficient, but since the number of registers is limited, bounds information

is also stored in memory tables. The hardware performs a table walk of the

MPX memory tables when bounds information is fetched to the registers.
10https://software.intel.com/en-us/isa-extensions/intel-mpx
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MPX shares the main drawbacks of SoftBound and HardBound: Olek-

senko et al. [97] found that MPX incurs an average performance overhead

of 50% and a memory overhead of ≈90%, largely due to the complexity of

managing bounds metadata.

The so called fat-pointer schemes avoid the costly lookup of bounds

information by storing the associated bounds metadata together with the

pointers, e.g., by increasing their length [92] or by borrowing unused bits

from the pointer [78]. Re-purposing parts of the pointer to store validation

data has the advantage of enabling fast retrieval of pointer metadata

without the need for lookups from elsewhere in memory, but changes the

representation of pointers in memory in ways that break both binary and

in some cases source-code compatibility. Consequently, fat pointers have

primarily been deployed in clean-slate ISA designs [80], and memory-safe

programming languages, e.g., Rust.

Low-fat pointers [49, 50] are an alternative to fat pointers compatible

with commodity 64-bit hardware architectures, such as x86-64. Low-fat

pointers require custom stack and heap allocators that restrict both stack

frame and heap memory allocation sizes to a fixed finite set, and splits

the main program stack and heap into several sub-stacks and sub-heaps,

one for each possible allocation size. Pointers accesses are then validated

according to the allocation bounds associated with the corresponding sub-

stack or sub-heap. The improved compatibility comes at the cost of accuracy,

as low-fat pointers accesses are only enforced at allocation bounds.

2.4.2 Code integrity11

Code integrity is a fundamental requirement for any system designed to

resist attacks that rely on changing one or more pieces of code. A system

which has been compromised by malware runs in a state which differs from

its known trusted state. Secure or authenticated boot [105] mechanisms

examine integrity of the system’s software components at boot time, thus

detecting changes to the system’s trusted state.

In secure boot, each step in the boot process verifies a public key signature

on the next step in the boot chain, before it is launched. The source of trust

in the secure boot process typically originates from a static root-of-trust,

such as an immutable piece of code and a public signature-verification

key, imprinted (hard-coded) by the device manufacturer. Software images
11A version of this section appears as part of the author’s contribution to

Asokan et al. [14] (not included in this thesis).
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must be signed by the manufacturer before being deployed on the device,

making it impractical to verify configuration information provided by the

system administrator that controls the device during device operation.

In authenticated boot, each step of the boot process is measured, e.g., by

computing a cryptographic hash over the software image and platform

configuration information. The resulting measurement is stored securely

for later retrieval. Unlike secure boot, authenticated boot permits any

software component to run. However, the securely stored measurement

can be used for local access control decisions (e.g., access to hardware-

based keys), or for presenting a signed statement of the system’s state to a

remote verifier, as described in Section 2.4.8. Authenticated boot relies on

a root-of-trust for guaranteeing that measurements cannot be forged.

Secure or authenticated boot were introduced by the Trusted Computing

Group (TCG) [135], and are today standard features in modern Personal

Computer (PC) [103] and mobile platforms [13], although their architec-

tural realizations can differ significantly across platforms. Boot integrity

is also important for embedded systems where its use has been mainly to

protect against memory corruption [48]. For instance, virtually all micro-

controllers (MCUs) check operating integrity at initialization, or during

recovery from a low-voltage condition, e.g., by computing a Cyclic Redun-

dancy Check (CRC) of the software image, and comparing it with a CRC

stored in persistent storage, typically flash memory. However, such CRC-

based checks are do not defend against attacks on device’s boot integrity,

since an attacker who modifies the code on the device can bybass the

CRC check via specially crafted software images, or even by modifying the

reference CRC in flash. Therefore, modern MCU platforms employ crypto-

graphic hash algorithms (instead of CRCs) and one-time-programmable

fuses to store reference measurements used for secure boot.

2.4.3 Code-pointer integrity

The prevalence of control-flow attacks has prompted a number of defenses

specifically aiming to protect code pointers. Recall from Section 2.2 that

corrupting a code pointer used by a victim program is a prerequisite for

enabling the adversary to take control of the program’s control-flow.

A shadow stack [35, 63, 108, 64, 91, 1, 39, 24] is a mechanism for pro-

tecting return addresses stored on the stack. The shadow stack itself is a

second, separate stack that “shadows” the program call stack. The program

itself is instrumented such that each function prologue stores the return
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address onto both the call stack and the shadow stack. Conversely, the

function epilogue is modified to load both copies of the return address, and

compare them in order to validate whether the return address being used

for the return equals the copy in the shadow stack. If the return addresses

differ, it indicates that the integrity of the call stack has been violated.

While a shadow stack makes control-flow hijacking more difficult by

requiring the attacker to corrupt the return address in two separate loca-

tions, its integrity can be compromised if the adversary can successfully

modify the shadow stack. However, unprotected shadow stacks that rely

only on hiding the location of the shadow stack remain a predominant

design choice [39, 24], as they exhibit the least run-time overhead of pro-

posed designs. Shadow stack designs that remain effective under stronger

adversary models [35, 108, 1] exhibit up to several orders of magnitude

higher run-time overheads [35].

Apart from protection of the shadow stack data, there are two other im-

portant aspects to the design of a shadow stack: 1) How is the shadow stack

addressed? 2) How to ensure a valid return address? A common design

choice for addressing the shadow stack is to rely on a separate shadow

stack pointer. Originally, the shadow stack pointer was simpy stored in

a well-known memory location [35], but current practice is to dedicate a

register to hold the shadow stack pointer [146, 24]. This improves perfor-

mance, and reduces the likelihood of the adversary reading the pointer

to learn the address of the shadow stack. An alternative design choice is

to place the shadow stack at a constant offset to the original call stack.

Such a parallel shadow stack [39] avoids the need to maintain a separate

pointer for the shadow stack, but results in a larger memory overhead, as

the layout of shadow stack has to match that of the call stack.

Shadow stack mechanisms can ensure a valid return address in two ways:

by either comparing the return address stored in the call stack against

the copy stored in the shadow stack, or by using the return address in the

shadow stack directly [24]. Comparing the two copies allows the shadow

stack defense to detect the corruption of the return address immediately,

and to take appropriate action. Typically this means terminating the

offending process. Alternatively, the shadow stack mechanism can simply

use the return address on the shadow stack to perform the function return.

Doing so prevents control-flow hijacking attacks and avoids the overhead
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of comparing return addresses. This approach is the preferred one in

software-based shadow stacks, e.g., the Clang / LLVM ShadowCallStack12

designed for Android.

Intel control-flow enforcement technology (CET) [70] adds support for

a hardware-assisted shadow stack in upcoming x86-64 processors. CET

promises to provide strong protection for shadow stack data, without the

overhead associated with software instrumentation. The CET shadow

stack is allocated from a process’ virtual memory, and its base address

is stored in a dedicated x86 model-specific register (MSR). The memory

pages that contain the shadow stack are marked as read-only to prevent

an adversary from corrupting its data. However, control-flow instructions,

i.e., call and ret, and new shadow stack management instructions meant

to set up the stack at program startup can update the shadow stack, as

well as the shadow stack pointer.

In general, code-pointer integrity (CPI) [79] extends integrity guarantees

to cover all code-pointers — and data pointers that may point to code

pointers — by storing them in a separate safe region of memory. CPI is

maintained by ensuring that the safe region is only accessed via memory

operations that are proven safe at compile time to be safe or that are

safety-checked at runtime — effectively enforcing memory-safety on a

subset of memory accesses that run the risk of violating the integrity of

code pointers. Code-pointer separation (CPS) [79] is a variant of CPI that

only separates code pointers (but not data pointers) to reduce the run-time

overhead of CPI.

Both CPI and CPS rely on dividing the call stack into a safe and unsafe

stack. The safe stack13 protects return addresses, registers contents that

must be spilled temporarily to memory and local variables that cannot

be accessed through pointers by separating them from objects in memory

subject to potentially unsafe accesses. Similarly to a shadow stack, the

safe stack itself must be protected from unauthorized access. As with the

shadow stack, randomizing the location of the safe stack is efficient, but

easily defeated by an attacker who can read arbitrary memory [57].

ARMv8.3-A pointer authentication (PA) [109] is a hardware-assisted

pointer integrity primitive introduced in the 2016 additions to the ARMv8-

A processor architecture. PA introduces a set of new instructions for

calculating and verifying a pointer authentication code (PAC) for pointers.
12https://clang.llvm.org/docs/ShadowCallStack.html
13https://clang.llvm.org/docs/SafeStack.html
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The PAC is a tweakable message authentication code (MAC) of the pointer

value and a 64-bit context (used as the tweak), which limits the area of

validity of the pointer, e.g., by binding it the current value of the stack

pointer. The PAC is stored in the unused bits of 64-bit pointers and verified

before the pointer is dereferenced. The ARMv8.3-A architecture provides

four keys for PAC (two for code pointer and two for data pointers) and a

fifth key intended for authenticating data. The keys are stored in internal

CPU registers which are not accessible from code being protected, but are

managed by privileged software that maintains ephemeral keys per process

for user space, or per boot keys for the kernel or hypervisor. We provide

more in-depth technical details on PA in Publication V and Publication VI.

The idea of using of MACs to protect pointers at run-time is not new.

Cryptographic control-flow integrity (CCFI) [86] uses MACs to protect

control-flow data, such as return addresses, function pointers, and C++

vtable pointers. Unlike ARMv8.3-A PA, CCFI only uses hardware accelera-

tion for speeding up MAC calculation by using hardware-accelerated AES

available in 64-bit Intel CPUs.

2.4.4 Software compartmentalization

Software compartmentalization isolates software components into distinct

protection domains for the purpose of limiting the consequences of attacks

that leverage memory vulnerabilities. All modern general purpose CPU

architectures provide the ability to isolate processes from each other and

OS through virtual memory. Many embedded platform also isolate embed-

ded applications using hardware memory protection. However, software

compartmentalization designed to limit the utility of memory errors, or

limit the abilities of a compromised software component, generally operate

at finer granularities.

Software-fault isolation. Software-fault isolation (SFI) [139, 55, 29] com-

partmentalizes software in a single address space by sandboxing modules

into a separate fault domain, that are arranged to occupy a distinct portion

of the program’s address space. Software-enforcement ensures code in the

fault domain is unable to directly access memory or jump to code outside

the reserved portion of address space, but must interact with code outside

its domain through well-defined call gates.

Memory tagging. Tagged memory architectures [110, 128, 119], in general

can be used to implement sophisticated compartmentalization strategies.
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CHERI [145] is a hardware-assisted capability model that can support

different protection models, including software compartmentalization [140,

136].

Memory tagging is also supported in various forms by many CotS proces-

sors, including SPARC [110], Intel [102] and ARM [9, 119]. The ARMv8.5-A

ISA introduces a Memory Tagging Extension (MTE) [9, 119] that allows

4-bit tags to be assigned to each pointer and memory allocation (at 16-byte

granularity) so that subsequent memory accesses are allowed only when

tags match. MTE is primarily intended for temporal memory safety, e.g.,

protecting against use-after-free errors.

2.4.5 Software diversification

Software diversification aims to increase the robustness of software pro-

grams against easily replicated attacks. Such diversity is typically intro-

duced via program transformations that slightly vary the behaviour of

programs while preserving the high-level functionality. This introduces

a level of uncertainty about the victim software for the adversary. Since

the majority of run-time attacks requires precise knowledge of the victim

software in order to orchestrate the attack, the introduced diversity offers

protection against a single attack that could be used to exploit all instances

of a particular program. If the program transformation is performed each

time a program is executed, the diversification prevents the adversary with

only knowledge of the on-disk program representation from improving the

odds of a successful attack, since each replicated attack requires parame-

ters that are dependent on the running program instance. Programs can be

diversified by randomizing, for instance, the layout of the stack [59], loca-

tion of program segments [81] (ASLR, Section 2.2.2), layout of the code [38],

instruction-set opcodes [74, 126], pointers [37], layout of data [16], or the

data itself [25]. ASLR, and other defenses based on randomization, offer

probabilistic protection, similar to cryptographic schemes.

Address-space layout randomization. ASLR is today the most well-

accepted and widely deployed countermeasure based on software diversifi-

cation. As with cryptography, attacks against ASLR may succeed by chance,

so implementations must offer sufficient entropy to make the search space

for a successful attack adequately large. In addition, the seed values

and the result of the randomized program transformation must remain

secret, as otherwise the adversary could easily and automatically tailor
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the attack against the transformed program. For instance, since ASLR

only randomizes the base address of program segments (Section 2.2.2),

learning the randomization offsets enables the adversary to adjust the

addresses of, e.g., ROP gadgets accordingly, and carry out their attack.

Practical realizations of ASLR on 32-bit CPU architectures suffered from

insufficient entropy due to performance considerations related to paged

memory [85]. Fortunately 64-bit CPU architectures have increased the

possible amount of entropy for ASLR by a fair amount. However, one prin-

cipal problem with ASLR remains: it’s susceptibility to memory disclosure.

Modern ASLR implementations suffer from varying degrees of address

correlation [85], i.e., situations where knowing the address of object in

memory gives information about the address of another object in mem-

ory. Correlation can occur either within a process, or between processes.

For example, ASLR in Linux randomizes the base address of the memory

mapping segment where shared libraries are loaded at program run-time.

Linux uses position-independent executables and position-independent

code in shared libraries, which means that a particular binary image can

be loaded at any offset within the memory mapping segment, and still

operate correctly. However, all libraries are mapped side-by-side within

the memory mapping segment. Consequently, learning the location of one

library in memory de-randomizes all others. ASLR in the Windows OS

does not leverage position-independent code, but relocates executable and

library images by picking a random offset and applying it to all addresses

within a binary image that would otherwise be relative to its base address.

This has an important implication on binary images that are mapped to

memory by multiple processes: the load address of the executable or library

must be identical in each process [133]. In other words, the addresses of a

particular library or executable are correlated between processes on Win-

dows, meaning that if an adversary can discover where a shared library

is loaded in any process, they learn where it is loaded in all processes.

Furthermore, the load address of a library cannot be re-randomized until

all processes either unload the library, or the system is rebooted.

Instruction-set randomization. Instruction-set randomization was ini-

tially proposed as a countermeasure against code-injection [74]. Unlike

ASLR, which causes uncertainty about how to address objects in memory,

instruction-set randomization aims to cause uncertainty about how to pro-

gram the target machine. It achieves this goal by applying a reversible

transformation on the instruction stream as program instructions are
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transfered between the main memory and processor, giving the impres-

sion of a unique instruction set to every program. Modern realizations of

instruction-set randomization utilize standard cryptographic primitives to

encrypt the instruction stream, and can also hinder the identification of

gadgets useful in code-reuse attacks [126]. Instruction-set randomization

has however received less attention compared to other countermeasures

against code-injection, due to requiring hardware-assisted implementation

and changes to the underlying processor, in order to be performant.

2.4.6 Control-flow integrity

Recall from Section 2.2.2 that CFI enforces that a program’s control flow

follows a legitimate path in the application’s CFG. CFI differs from the

defenses discussed so far in that it does not prevent memory corruption,

nor does it ensure the integrity of code pointers, but merely acts as a sanity

check on whether or not the value of a code pointer is reasonable before

they are actually used in control-flow transfers. The seminal article on

CFI by Abadi et al. [1], as well as many of its follow-ups make several

assumptions about the protected program. Firstly, it assumes that program

code is not writable, and that an adversary cannot execute injected code

from data memory. Recall from Section 2.2.1 that both of these properties

are ensured by enforcing the W⊕X policy on program memory. A common

optimization to improve the efficiency of CFI that relies on the immutability

of program code is to only emit and perform CFI checks for control-flow

transfers that occur as a result of indirect branch instruction; since the

targets of direct branches are hardcoded, they cannot be influenced by an

adversary. However, this also means that original CFI is not applicable

to self-modifying code, or code that is generated just-in-time (JIT) [42].

Attacks that exploit JIT compilation have since become commonplace

against web browsers [62], and CFI has consequently also been adapted

for JIT code [95, 150].

Stateless and stateful CFI. Secondly, CFI assumes that two destinations

for indirect control-flow transfers are equivalent when the CFG contains

edges to each from the same source nodes [1]. This assumption does

not always hold, and constitutes the most fundamental limitation of CFI.

Carlini et al. [27] demonstrates this by defining the notion of fully-precise

static CFI as follows: “An indirect control-flow transfer along some edge is

allowed only if there exists a non-malicious trace that follows that edge.”
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In other words, fully-precise static CFI enforces that execution follows a

CFG that contains an edge if and only if that edge is exercised by intended

program behaviour. Fully-precise static CFI is thus the most restrictive

stateless policy possible without breaking intended functionality. Consider

the scenario illustrated in Figure 2.8. In fully-precise static CFI, the best

possible policy for return instructions (i.e., backward edges in the CFG) is

to allow return instructions within a function F to target any instruction

that follows a call to F . Thus, in Figure 2.8 both function A and B are valid

return targets. In other words, fully-precise static CFI checks if a given

control-flow transfer conforms to any of the known control-flow transfers

from the current position in the CFG, and does not distinguish between

different paths in the CFG that lead to a given control-flow transfer.

Legend:

intended forward-edge in CFG

intended backward-edge in CFG

malicious edge not part of CFG

node in CFG

A

F

B

CFI check at F

Allowed edges: (F,A), (F,B)

Control-flow bending

Mismatched edges: (A,F),(F,B)

Figure 2.8. Control-flow bending caused by mismatched call and return control flows.

Carlini et al. show that all stateless CFI schemes, including fully-precise

static CFI are vulnerable to control-flow bending [27] — attacks where

each control-flow transfer is within the program’s CFG, but where the

program execution trace conforms to no feasible benign execution trace.

In Figure 2.8 a control-flow bending attacks occurs, when a call to A is

followed by a return to B. While (A,F ) and (F,B) are both valid transitions

in the static CFG the sequence of transitions leads to a mismatched return.

For this reason, stateless CFI enforcement for forward-edge control-flow

transfers is often combined with a shadow stack [1] (Section 2.4.3) to

enforce the integrity of return addresses stored on the call stack. We denote

such hybrid CFI solutions as stateful. Other examples of stateful CFI

schemes include the work by Davi et al. [41, 40] which records subroutine

activations in a dedicated, hardware-assisted CFI label-state memory, and

allows returns only to functions which have been recorded as active.

Context-sensitive CFI. Context-sensitive CFI [138, 47, 68] is a generali-

sation of stateful CFI techniques and as such, provides stronger security
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properties than conventional stateless CFI. For instance, path-sensitive

CFI [47] is a type of context-sensitive CFI that ensures that each control-

flow transfer taken by the program is consistent with a non-malicious

trace. Nevertheless, context-sensitive CFI has been dismissed as im-

practical for real-world adoption [1]. Recent context-sensitive CFI imple-

mentations [138, 47, 68] that rely on branch recording features available

in modern 64-bit Intel microprocessors show some promise in enabling

context-sensitive CFI enforcement on commodity hardware. However,

these state-of-the-art implementations are either limited in terms of the

size of the branch history used to make CFI decisions, over-approximation

of program CFG, or reliance on complex run-time monitoring, none of

which are likely to be acceptable for integration into commodity OSs.

Coarse-grained CFI. To date, there exists no implementation of stateless

CFI that achieves full precision; all practical implementations are limited

to the precision of the CFG that can be obtained through static control

analysis. Control analysis computes the possible targets of each indirect

control-flow transfer. Control analyses are conventionally implemented as

flow-sensitive points-to analyses. Points-to analysis, such as Andersen’s

algorithm [2] or Steensgard’s algorithm [129], are in general used in code

optimization to determine which pointers can point to which storage lo-

cations or variables. For large programs, some trade-offs are necessary

to make the analysis finish in reasonable time and space. For instance,

the points-to analysis can utilize aliasing to merge several sets of indirect

control-flow transfer targets, yielding an over-approximation of the pro-

gram’s CFG. Some implementations of CFI use type-based alias analysis to

compute non-malicious targets for each indirect call instruction, which is

even less precise. For instance, the Clang / LLVM14 compiler implements a

CFI scheme for C code [134] that checks whether function calls target a

function of the correct type. Clang only protects forward-edge control-flow

transfers and leaves the integrity of backward-edges to existing mechanism

for stack protection.

2.4.7 Data-flow integrity

Data-flow integrity (DFI) [28] ensures that whenever a value is read from

memory, the instruction that wrote the value to memory is in the set of

reaching definitions for the read, i.e., an earlier instruction that assigns
14https://clang.llvm.org/docs/ControlFlowIntegrity.html
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the variable a value without an intervening assignment. The reaching

definitions are determined at compile-time through static analysis that

produces the program’s data-flow graph. The program is instrumented

to record the last instruction that wrote to each variable. On every read,

the origin of the last write is checked against the pre-computed data-flow

graph. DFI can be instantiated at different granularities. Intraproc DFI

only instruments uses of control data and uses of local variables without

definitions outside their function. Interproc DFI isolates individual data

flows from each other. However, DFI suffers from similar limitation in

precision as CFI [84]. These are discussed in detail in Section 4.1.1.

2.4.8 Remote attestation

Remote attestation is another security service particularly relevant to

Internet-of-Things (IoT) (and other embedded) devices. It allows a remote

party (verifier) to learn the internal state of a potentially malware-infected

device (prover) in order to determine whether the latter is trustworthy (i.e.,

in a benign state). Most existing approaches only measure the integrity of

a system’s software components. In such schemes, the prover’s report is

typically authenticated using cryptographic signature or a MAC computed

by the prover device over a challenge issued by the verifier and a measure-

ment (typically, a cryptographic hash) of the software binary being attested.

Trusted Platform Module (TPM) Measured Boot [89] is currently the most

widely deployed mechanism for remote attestation. In measured boot, each

software component starting from the firmware is measured by calculating

a cryptographic hash of the software binary. Those measurements are then

stored in the system’s TPM. The principal use case for measured boot is

to make a boot log available to anti-malware software. The integrity of

the log can be established by comparing the measurements in the log to

aggregated measurement stored in a TPM. The boot log contains a record

of all boot components that started before the anti-malware. Anti-malware

sofware can use this log to determine whether software components that

ran before it are trustworthy or have been tampered with by malware that

starts early in the boot cycle. The log can also be checked remotely against

a signed statement generated by the TPM that contains the aggregated

measurement value to verify the boot state of the client. While such static

attestation can reveal the presence of conventional malware, it does not

capture whether benign software components behave maliciously. Con-
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sequently code-reuse attacks that hijack the program’s control flow and

carry out an attack without injecting additional code can avoid detection

by static attestation schemes.

Another consideration for remote attestation schemes is the degree to

which they rely on trusted hardware. Most existing approaches fall into

one of the following categories: 1) hardware-based, 2) software-based,

or 3) hybrid. Hardware-based attestation bases its security guarantees

on hardware roots-of-trust such as a TPM [11] or Intel’s software guard

extensions (SGX) [87].

Software-based attestation methods (e.g., SWATT [122], Pioneer [121],

VIPER [83], SCUBA [120], and PoSE [106]) forego under strict assumptions

the need for a hardware trust anchor. Instead, software-based attestation

relies on intrinsic physical constraints of the prover, typically the computa-

tion time required to complete the attestation protocol. They aim to ensure

that the prover can only give the correct response if the memory state is

genuine by temporarily utilizing all the computing and memory resources

of the prover and requiring that the prover must provide its response in a

predetermined amount of time.

Hybrid attestation schemes such as SMART [52], TrustLite [75], and

TyTan [21] on the other hand require a minimal hardware trust anchor

to 1) ensure the integrity of the attestation code, 2) control access to the

attestation key, and 3) ensure that the execution of the attestation code is

atomic, i.e., that it cannot be interrupted by adversary. Consequently, hy-

brid attestation schemes are best suited for remote attestation of resource

constrained devices in realistic settings, e.g., over the Internet.
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3. Results

This chapter summarizes the results from Publications II – VI and ex-

plains how each publication relates to the research questions RQ2 – RQ3

identified in Section 1.2.

3.1 Adapting CFI for commercial microcontrollers

The increasing scale of deployment of IoT has made concerns about IoT se-

curity more urgent. Forecasts by the networking and telecommunications

company Ericsson estimate the number of connected IoT devices to reach

22 billion by 2024 [54]. A large number of IoT devices are part of cyber-

physical systems (CPSs), which are pervasive across many application

areas including industrial applications (manufacturing), transport, smart

cities, and consumer products. Although programmable CPS devices are

not new, connectivity makes them targets for network-originated attacks.

IoT devices that are part of CPS deployments are often based on com-

puting cores that are low-cost, low-power single-purpose programmable

MCUs. In Publication I we argue that typical MCU systems deployed

in IoT scenarios have a number of characteristics that make traditional

CFI mechanisms difficult to apply: 1) their system software is commonly

architected as interrupt-driven reactive systems running on bare metal,

2) they lack hardware features (e.g., virtual memory) that are required by

efficient defenses deployed on general purpose computers (e.g., ASLR), and

3) they operate under strict limitations in terms of memory, storage and

processing power due to the constrained nature of the underlying platform.

RQ1 asks whether CFI-based defenses can be adapted for CotS MCU

devices in a manner that overcomes the aforementioned challenges. Pub-

lication I answers RQ1 by demonstrating 1) how a shadow stack can be

utilized to protect returns from interrupt service routines (ISRs) in ad-
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dition to function returns (Section 3.1.1), and 2) how hardware-assisted

isolation primitives being deployed in modern MCU-class processors can

be used to protect the integrity of the shadow stack data under a strong

adversary model (Section 3.1.2).

3.1.1 Protecting interrupt service routines

Prior CFI solutions geared towards general-purpose computers and OSs

are not interrupt-aware. General-purpose application processors gener-

ally support only a small number of hardware interrupts, and interrupt

handling is completely delegated to the OS kernel. Hardware interrupts

are thus not directly visible to code executing in user space, and typically

not considered an attack vector by prominent CFI defenses. MCU systems,

on the other hand, often support a large number of hardware interrupt

lines. For instance, the ARM Cortex-M MCUs considered in Publication

I supports up to 240 distinct external interrupt1 sources with individual

interrupt priorities [7, p.4-2]. The system software in Cortex-M and

similar IoT systems may be interrupt driven, i.e., they rely heavily on

ISRs2 to react to system events in favor of application tasks pre-emptively

scheduled by an underlying OS. This allows better utilization of MCUs

sleep states which save power when the microprocessor is not executing

instructions. Interrupts allow the system to wake up and respond to

events, and then go back into power saving mode.

When an interrupt occurs, the processor stores the processor state, in-

cluding the ISR return address to the program stack. The return address

in this case indicates the address of the next instruction in the interrupted

program. When the ISR completes, the processor restores the previous

state from the stack. The return address is restored to the PC so that the

interrupted program resumes execution from the point at which it was

pre-empted. As ISRs become more complex, the risk that software defects

that cause memory errors occur in ISR code also increases. A memory
1Architectural descriptions of ARM processors [10, 7] use the terms interrupt and

exception interchangeably. We use the term interrupt to refer specifically to signals to the

processor that are emitted by either hardware or software to indicate an event that needs

immediate attention. Note that we distinguish them from software exceptions that disrupt

the formal flow of program execution, but are implemented independently of processor

interrupt facilities.
2Referred to as exception handlers in ARM reference documentation [10, 7] and Publi-

cation I.
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error can cause the ISR return address to be modified on the program stack

before the ISR completes. If this occurs, program execution after the ISR

completes may resume at an incorrect point in the program.

CFI solutions that constrain the program’s control-flow to a statically

determined CFG are unsuitable for enforcing the integrity of ISR returns.

This is because, conceptually, ISRs may be reached from any node in

the program’s CFG (with the exception of nodes that are executed with

interrupts explicitly disabled). Instead, Publication I employs a shadow

stack to store and validate ISR return targets, as well as function returns.

To enforce that program execution is resumed correctly after the return

from an ISR the enforcement mechanism must be able to determine the

address of the instruction that was being executed prior to the ISR. When

hardware interrupt occurs, the address of the instruction being executed

must thus be stored onto the shadow stack. Upon return from the ISR

the exception return is checked to validate that it targets that address on

the shadow stack. In order to intercept ISR invocations as they occur, the

corresponding entries in the exception vector are replaced with the address

to an exception trampoline. When an interrupt occurs, the hardware

interrupt facilities invokes the trampoline. The trampoline determines the

exception return address, stores it on the shadow stack, and then proceeds

to execute the original exception handler.

3.1.2 Hardware-assisted shadow-stack protection

In order to effectively enforce CFI, the shadow stack must be protected

from the adversary. Otherwise the adversary may attempt to manipulate

the reference values stored in the shadow stack in order to trick the system

to allow branches to incorrect return targets.

As explained in Section 2.4.3, prominent shadow stack schemes, such as

the parallel shadow stack [39], are based on unprotected shadow stacks,

i.e., their integrity can be compromised if the shadow stack location is

known (as they are located in the same address space as the vulnerable

application). Using OS support to set shadow stack memory read-only,

while unsafe code executes, provides strong protection against malicious

modification of shadow stack values, but also incurs high performance

overheads, as calls to the OS to change the memory protection flags is

needed on every function call [35]. This solution is also unsuitable for

MCUs as ISRs may execute with supervisor mode privileges.
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The more advanced CFI solutions for the x86 architecture use hard-

ware assistance, namely x86 memory segmentation, to temporarily disable

access to the shadow stack [1, 70]. Memory segmentation is generally

not supported by MCU-class devices, but the latest generation of ARM

Cortex-M MCUs provide support for isolated execution through the in-

clusion of TrustZone-M (TZ-M) security technology [8]. TZ-M provides

hardware-enforced isolation between the normal code, which executes in

the processor’s non-secure state, and the trusted code base, which executes

while the processor is in its secure state. TZ-M is typically used to protect

firmware, peripheral and Input/Output (I/O), as well as to provide isola-

tion for secure boot, trusted update and root-of-trust implementations on

embedded devices based on the ARMv8-M instruction set architecture.

TrustZone-M. The TZ-M architecture splits the device’s physical memory

into secure, non-secure, and secure non-secure callable (NSC) regions. The

hardware enforces that secure state operations can only be invoked using

well-defined entry points in the NSC region. NSC memory contains se-

cure gateway veneers, i.e., branch instructions to the actual code in secure

memory. Each veneer begins with a secure gateway (sg) instruction. The

processor will validate that calls into the NSC memory targets sg instruc-

tion. Direct calls to secure memory (without going through the veneers),

or calls into the NSC which do no target a sg instruction are not allowed.

The transitions between secure and non-secure state occur automatically

as the flow of execution is transferred from code in non-secure memory to

code in NSC memory. The cost of the context switch from non-secure to

secure state and vice versa is relatively small (only a few clock cycles [8])3.

Publication I leverages TZ-M to protect the shadow stack by placing it

in secure memory which is only accessible when the processor executes

in its secure state. The secure code exposes shadow stack maintenance

operations (push , and pop) to normal code via the NSC.
3In terms of functionality, TZ-M replicates the properties of processor supported isola-

tion and priority execution provided by TrustZone-enabled Cortex-A application processors

(TZ-A), but their respective architectural realizations differ significantly. In TZ-A the entry

to the secure state occurs via a dedicated hardware exception and the context switch is

performed by the exception handler known as the secure monitor.
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3.2 Control-flow attestation for embedded systems

RQ2 considers the problem of how the verifier can remotely attest the dy-

namic behaviour of the prover device in order to learn whether the prover

has been compromised by a run-time attack. As one possible, solution

remote attestation protocols could incorporate pre-existing approaches for

detecting and preventing control-flow hijacking. Such is to use CFI on the

prover, and report whether CFI guarantees hold at the time of attesta-

tion. However, CFI only indicates whether a control-flow attack occurred.

Therefore, it is not possible for the verifier to use CFI information to deter-

mine which of many possible control-flow paths the prover executed. An

adversary could thus undermine such defenses by means of data-oriented

attacks, which undermine the behaviour of a program without violating

CFI guarantees. Publication II and III provide an answer to RQ2 by propos-

ing techniques and mechanisms for control-flow attestation (CFA) which

allows attestation of the execution path of a program running on an embed-

ded device. Control-flow attestation (CFA) complements static attestation

by precisely measuring the exact sequence of executed instructions (i.e.,

destinations of branch instructions which signify whether a particular

branch has been taken and which basic blocks have been executed). The

schemes for CFA in Publication II (C-FLAT) and III (LO-FAT) propose

efficient methods for aggregating measurements of the taken control-flow

path. The aggregated measurement allows the verifier to trace the ex-

act control-flow path to determine whether the behaviour of the program

matches that of a benign control-flow trace.

C-FLAT, the system for CFA described in Publication II, is an example

of a hybrid attestation scheme. It requires a trust anchor that: 1) provides

means to measure the execution of the software and aggregate the measure-

ment without being tampered with, and 2) generates a fresh, authenticated

attestation. Publication II demonstrates that C-FLAT can be realized on

CotS hardware equipped with a security architecture such as TrustZone

(TZ). However, implementing CFA in a hybrid setting has two limitations:

Firstly, in order to detect control-flow events, the software program to be

attested must be instrumented prior to deployment. Non-instrumented

or incorrectly-instrumented software cannot be attested. The instrumen-

tation rewrites all control-flow instructions (e.g., branch, return, etc.) in

order to transfer control to an isolated measurement engine. Secondly, the

measurement engine runs on the main processor which incurs significant
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performance penalties because single control-flow instructions are essen-

tially replaced with relatively large number of instructions in order to track

and record the control-flow event (e.g., update a running hash value). The

evaluation of control-flow attestation (C-FLAT) in Publication II considered

primarily cyber-physical systems without strict real-time requirements.

This class of systems operate on comparatively slow timescales, i.e., they

spend the majority of their time idle, until activated by an external event.

Consequently the high cost of software-based control-flow monitoring in

the C-FLAT prototype running on CotS ARM-based single-board computer

(SBC) would not necessary have an significant impact on the real-world

performance of the application. However, when applied to programs which

are compute-bound, C-FLAT would add run-time overhead several orders

of magnitude larger than that of the uninstrumented program. To address

these shortcomings, we realized LO-FAT, described in Publication III. LO-

FAT is a hardware-based architecture for CFA by integrating a dedicated

attestation feature to an embedded device. It allows the control-flow events

to be recorded in parallel with the program execution on the main proces-

sor, and without the need to instrument the measured program. LO-FAT

on the other hand requires additions to the underlying processor hardware

and pipeline architecture.

3.3 Thwarting attacks that defeat CFI

New run-time attacks that circumvent existing defenses are an ongoing

challenge for security. Data-oriented attacks are an emerging class of

attacks that avoid the need to modify program control flow, and there-

fore cannot be prevented by defenses such as CFI. Data-oriented attacks

instead influence program behaviour by corrupting data used for decision-

making, or data used to locate other data in memory. Chen et al. [33]

showed how such non-control-data attacks can be used for various mali-

cious purposes, such as escalating privileges by influencing variables used

in authorization decisions, or to leak sensitive data. DOP [69] general-

izes non-control-data attacks to undermine program behaviour in ways

which allows an adversary to perform desired computation using existing

program logic, without violating the program’s control flow. They achieve

this by carefully corrupting input data to program logic they wish to reuse

(data-oriented gadgets), and by influencing decision making data in order

to chain together data-oriented gadgets in a particular sequence. DOP is
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challenging to defend against, as the adversary can, in principle, lever-

age any data in an attack. Hu et al. [69] discuss existing defenses that

could prevent or mitigate DOP attacks, including memory safety, data-flow

integrity, fine-grained data-plane randomization, and hardware/software

fault isolation. However, they conclude that mitigating DOP with existing,

software-based approaches would result in high performance overheads.

As defenses against control-flow attacks become widespread, DOP is likely

to become the next appealing attack technique for modern run-time ex-

ploitation. Because purely software-based defenses against data-oriented

attacks are likely to prohibitively expensive to deploy, RQ3 raises the ques-

tion whether and how hardware-assisted defenses can thwart attacks that

aim to defeat CFI?

3.3.1 Run-time scope enforcement

Publication IV presents run-time scope enforcement, a novel defense de-

signed to thwart DOP and ROP attacks. The C specification [71] intention-

ally leaves program behaviour undefined in many error cases, including

conditions which lead to memory errors. Conditions in a C program which

lead to undefined behaviour are considered to be software flaws. As a

result, a C compiler can emit native code that operates undesirably when

undefined behaviour occurs. Run-time attacks are possible because the

adversary can exploit knowledge of lower level implementation details,

such as the C runtime environment, or the underlying ISA, to turn unde-

fined behaviour into run-time attacks. Memory errors caused by unsafe

operations on pointers are an example of this: pointers are a very thin

abstraction on top of the addressing capabilities provided by most modern

computer architectures. Each unit of memory (typically either a byte or

a word — depending on whether the architecture is byte-addressable or

word-addressable) in the system is assigned a numeric index, a memory

address — effectively transforming all of memory into a very large array.

In C, accessing memory beyond what has been allocated is cause for unde-

fined behaviour. However, the underlying implementation on the actual

computer architecture will allow such addressing to happen as long as

the address corresponds to an accessible unit of memory. The intuition

behind run-time scope enforcement (RSE) is that many run-time attacks,

including all control-flow attacks, all currently known DOP attacks, and

many non-control-data attacks effectively exploit undefined behaviour to

violate well-defined (static) program properties, such as variable visibility
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rules. This is possible because the underlying architecture lacks the means

by which to (efficiently) map programming language properties to the

execution at the hardware level. Although the compiler can derive precise

information about what program data should be accessible in which part

of the application, in state-of-practice compilation to native code this infor-

mation is lost. Examples of such information are variable visibility rules,

also known as the lexical scope of a variable. Attacks that cause memory to

be accessed “out of scope” can be thwarted by preserving variable visibility

information during compilation, and introducing a mechanism that can

enforce these rules at run-time. Control-flow hijacking attacks are a promi-

nent example of this; the fact that return addresses are stored on the stack

are an implementation detail of the C runtime environment influenced

by the underlying instruction-set architecture; contemporary ISAs use a

common stack for both program data and control-flow information. The

logic of how function returns are performed, and how the return informa-

tion is stored, need not be visible to the program domain logic. However,

a memory error in the program domain logic may allow the adversary to

influence the return information pertinent to the runtime environment

as both the runtime return information and program variables are stored

interspersed on the program stack.

HardScope. Publication IV also presents HardScope, an open-source

proof-of-concept implementation of hardware-assisted RSE on the RISC-V

architecture as a means to answer RQ3. HardScope extends the compiler

to emit compile-time information about the visibility of variables, and to

extend the underlying hardware to use this compiler-supplied information

to dynamically create and update a set of memory access rules against

which all memory accesses are checked. HardScope can limit the effects of

vulnerabilities in software components, because it can operate at suitable

granularities of compartmentalization. For instance, to thwart control-flow

hijacking, the main body of a function can be compartmentalized from the

prologue and epilogue in a way which prevents vulnerabilities in the main

body from affecting data which should only be accessed from the prologue

and epilogue, or other functions.

Protecting static and automatic variables. Strictly speaking the lexical

scope of a variable for most programming languages is defined in terms

of a portion of the source code where the binding between the variable

name is associated with the corresponding memory allocation. Languages

such as C and C++ are compiled to native code which lacks the notion of
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lexical scope and can access any memory in the program processes’ memory

space. The memory management for named variables is handled by the

compiler depending on the dynamic scope of a variable, i.e., the time period

at execution during which the variable needs to be accessed:

Static variables persist for the lifetime of the programs and memory for

them is allocated in main memory, usually along with the executable code

of the program.

Automatic variables persist for the duration of the function in whose

scope the variable is defined and memory for them is allocated in the

program stack as part of the function’s stack frame.

The compiler manages the memory for named variables by emitting instruc-

tions that allocate and accesses the memory for the variables appropriately,

e.g., stack memory for automatic variables is allocated by subtracting the

size of the variable from the current stack pointer value. We augmented

the GCC compiler with proof-of-concept RSE plug-in modified the RISC-V

backend to automatically instrument allocations and accesses to static

variables with new HardScope instructions. The instrumentation pass

first marks the beginning, and the end, of each distinct execution context,

for instance the code corresponding to a C function. In the following, we

describe instrumentation with HardScope that realizes compartmentaliza-

tion at function granularity. Note that HardScope can also operate with

execution contexts at other levels of granularity (Publication IV Section 4).

The instrumentation inserts new instructions at places in the code where a

change in the execution context occurs, such as call sites and before return

instructions. It then adds new instructions that grant access to variables

that are known by the compiler to be accessed by a particular function;

memory accesses without a corresponding access rules are trapped by the

processor. The HardScope hardware maintains a distinct set of access

rules for each currently active function in a stacked data structure located

in protected memory. When a new function is entered, a new set of rules

is created at the top of the stack; when a function returns, its associated

rules are discarded. This design allows access control decisions for memory

accesses to be resolved efficiently, as the hardware needs only to consult

the access rules near the top of the stack.

Protecting dynamic allocations. A C program can also allocate memory

dynamically at run-time from from the heap. The advantage of dynamic

memory allocation is that the exact amount of space reserved from memory
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does not have to be known by the compiler in advance, but can be deter-

mined at run-time. The memory management, i.e., the point at which the

allocation occurs, and when memory is freed must still be defined as part

of the program logic:

Dynamic variables are variables allocated on the heap and persist from

the point at which they are allocated until the memory is explicitly freed.

Because the address of a dynamic variable cannot be determined stati-

cally and is only known at run-time it is always accessed via pointers.

Consequently, dynamic variables are accessible from any code that has ob-

tained a pointer to the dynamically allocated memory. Similarly, static and

automatic variables can legitimately be accessed outside of their lexical

scope by code that has obtained a pointer to the corresponding memory. To

map the rules for indirect variable access via pointers to the underlying

architecture, HardScope introduced the concept of delegation. A function

can delegate access to variables in its scope to another function when it

passes a pointer to the allocation either as a parameter to it’s callee, or as

a return address to it’s caller by executing a delegation instruction before

the execution context changes. The HardScope hardware will validate that

the function performing the delegation already has a corresponding rule

for the allocation being delegated, and if so, adds a corresponding rule to

the function receiving the delegation. HardScope also allows subregions of

an allocation to be delegated by specifying narrower bounds when perform-

ing the delegation. Delegation allows HardScope to cope with dynamic

allocations as well as perform context-sensitive enforcement. The latter

allows HardScope to enforce a different set of rules for different instances

of an invoked function. For instance, common library functions, such as

memcpy() are invoked on different memory regions in different parts of the

program. Statically determining access rules for such functions would, by

necessity, leave them over-privileged — a particular instance only requires

access to memory that that particular instance is operating on. Delegation

allows HardScope to derive the correct access control rules for a particular

function instance from the flow of data within a program.

3.3.2 Towards pointer integrity with PA

Hardware-assisted defenses which require invasive changes to the underly-

ing processor architecture generally face a high barrier to deployment and

as a result are unlikely to be deployed in the real world. However, major
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processor vendors have recently started to integrate security primitives

into their processor designs that can help in designing efficient solutions

to detect software attacks. For example, recent versions of the ARMv8-

A architecture [9] include new instructions for pointer authentication

(PA) [109], MTE [119], and branch target identification (BTI) [9].

PA is a general purpose primitive for pointer protection. It is primarily

intended for protecting function return addresses while they are stored

on the stack [109]. Efficient primitives for protecting code pointers such

as return addresses are particularly important as they provide means of

preventing control-flow hijacking, but without the inherent limitations of

CFI-based solutions. Extending the protection to also cover data pointers

can mitigate data-oriented attacks; a data-oriented attack can in principle

corrupt arbitrary memory-resident program objects, but corrupting data

pointers is often the preferred attack vector [37, 33, 69].

Solutions based on emerging primitives in CotS processors, such as PA,

will have a lower barrier to real-world deployment, but require addressing

several challenges such as: 1) design effective run-time defenses using

CotS hardware primitives, 2) understanding the implications the design of

these primitives has on the defenses built using them, e.g., the advantages

and downsides inherent to the underlying primitives compared to software-

based defenses. For example, PA-based defenses thwart an attacker from

modifying or fabricating a pointer, but are vulnerable to reuse attacks

where the adversary harvests legitimate protected pointers and reuses

them in different parts of the program to fool authentication. Overcoming

the downsides of PA requires the primitive to be used in novel ways in

order the limit or prevent the effects of substitution attacks.

In the context of PA, RQ3 can be interpreted in two ways: 1) how can

PA be used to protect the integrity of data pointers in order to thwart

data-oriented attacks, and 2) how can PA be hardened to resist reuse

attacks, which could otherwise undermine the CFI-guarantees provided by

PA-enforced code-pointer integrity.

Publication V answers these two interpretation of RQ3 in the following

two ways: 1) it expands the scope of PA protection to cover code and data

pointers (in addition to return addresses), and 2) mitigates pointer reuse by

using cross-layer information to narrow the scope where protected pointers

remain interchangeable. Publication VI further improves the resistance of

protected return addresses against reuse by utilizing PAC chaining.
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Mitigating pointer reuse with cross-layer information. In Publication V we

explore how PA can be used to approximate general pointer integrity for

all code pointers, as well as data pointers, while mitigating conditions that

may lead to reuse attacks against PA. Similar to Publication IV we utilize

information derived from the high-level program representation by the

compiler to improve the security properties of our defense. In particular,

Publication V uses variable type information (at the programming lan-

guage layer) available during the compilation process when determining

the modifiers used by PA-enforcement (at the hardware layer). The type

information is under normal circumstances used by the compiler to rea-

son whether a C language program is type-safe, i.e., whether erroneous

or undesirable behaviour is caused by a discrepancy between differing

data types in references to the program’s variables and functions. The

type information is generally discarded by the compiler before emitting

the corresponding machine code program. By binding protected function

pointers to the function’s type signature, and protected data pointers to the

referenced object’s type, Publication V narrows the scope of pointer reuse.

Consequently, the adversary can only substitute pointers of the same type

interchangeably, thus reducing the risk that unsafe operations occur as a

result of pointers of the wrong type. This effectively purposes PA to enforce

type safety for pointers at program at run-time. However, type-safety

enforcement on pointers does not completely eliminate reuse attacks.

Mitigating pointer reuse with PAC-chaining. Publication VI provides an-

other approach to answer RQ3, specifically in terms of how to improve

PA’s resistance against reuse attacks targeting the PA-protected return

addresses. The contribution in Publication VI is based on the observation

that PACs can be chained, i.e., used to calculate an iterative sequence of

PACs. When this technique is applied to return addresses it allows PACs

to be constructed such that they are guaranteed to be statistically unique

to a particular call path, thus providing optimal resistance against PAC

reuse. We use this to realize an instrumentation pass (PACStack) that

makes the program construct an authenticated stack at run-time, where

each element is cryptographically bound to the previous elements on the

stack (Figure 3.1). However, since the number of PAC-bits is strictly lim-

ited, PACStack also needs to employ additional measures to hinder an

adversary from exploiting naturally occurring PAC collisions to realize a

pointer-reuse attack. Publication VI introduces a PAC-masking technique
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ret0 ret1

auth0  = HK(ret0, 0) auth1  = HK(ret1, auth0) authn  = HK(retn, authn-1)

retn

Protected in dedicated register

Figure 3.1. PAC-chaining used to construct an authenticated call stack in Publication
VI. The authentication tokens authi, i ∈ [0, n− 1] are bound to the corre-
sponding return addresses reti,∈ [0, n] and authi−1. The last element of the
PAC-chain, authn, is maintained in a dedicated register, unmodifiable to the
adversary. This ensures that the integrity of the entire PAC-chain can be
verified. Adapted from Publication VI.

utilizing PA instructions for this purpose. PAC masking hides naturally

occurring collisions from the adversary, forcing them to rely on brute-force

guessing to identify collisions.

3.4 Summary of contributions

Together, Publication I – VI provide answers to research questions 1 – 3:

Publication I addresses the challenges in applying well-known CFI solu-

tions, such as the shadow stack, to low-end CotS embedded devices (RQ1).

It is, to the best of our knowledge, the first publication to identify and ad-

dress the need to protect interrupt-driven systems software, and is also the

first academic article to demonstrate the use of TZ-M security technology

to protect the shadow stack from manipulation by the adversary.

Publication II introduces the novel concept of control-flow attestation

and an implementation (C-FLAT) to allow a verifier to leverage a CotS

hardware trust anchor (TrustZone) to precisely learn the execution path of

a program on a prover device (RQ2).

Publication III introduces the first hardware-based implementation of

CFA that addresses the two main limitations of the CFA design in Publica-

tion II: 1) reliance on software instrumentation for run-time monitoring

of the attested program, 2) high performance overhead introduced by the

C-FLAT measurement engine.

Publication IV introduces another novel technique, run-time scope en-

forcement, that aims to thwart data-oriented attacks that can bypass con-

ventional CFI-based defenses (RQ3), and HardScope, a hardware-assisted

realization of RSE for the RISC-V processor architecture. HardScope hard-

ens vulnerable software against data-oriented (and control-flow) attacks

by enforcing variable visibility rules, derived at compile time, also at run

time.
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Publications V and VI investigate the challenges in deploying effective

defenses based on ARM pointer authentication. They demonstrate 1) how

PA can be used to protect the integrity of both code and data pointers,

and 2) how PA can be hardened to resist reuse attacks, which could other-

wise undermine the CFI-guarantees provided by PA-enforced code-pointer

integrity (RQ3). Our work has demonstrated the versatility of ARM PA,

and yielded several techniques that practitioners can use to mitigate the

downsides and limitations of PA when deploying their PA-based defenses.
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4. Discussion

4.1 Theoretical implications

Recent developments in the microprocessor industry have demonstrated

that processor designers and manufacturers are willing to deploy hardware

features designed to assist in hardening software against run-time attacks.

Prominent examples of such hardware features include Intel MPX [97],

CET [70] as well as ARM PA [109], MTE [119], and BTI [9]. So far, widely

deployed hardware security features have been primarily designed to

isolate potentially vulnerable programs. For instance, virtual memory and

/ or memory protection enforced by a MMU or memory protection unit

(MPU) is the hardware foundation for isolating processes from one another

and the OS. Another example is hardware support for trusted execution

such as Intel SGX and ARM TrustZone which allow a trusted execution

environment (TEE) to be isolated from the normal OS and its processes.

The hardware primitives that are now being rolled out differ from such

hardware-enforced isolation in that they all aim to detect violations in

the run-time integrity of the protected software, thus preventing attacks

from occurring, rather than restricting the attack to a “less secure” part of

the system. This means that these hardware primitives can be a benefit

to a wide range of applications, from core OS components to user-space

applications, as well as the security-critical code running inside hardware-

isolated TEEs.

Recently, trusted-execution technologies such as SGX and TrustZone

have been scrutinized in detail by both the academic and infosec com-

munities. This has led to a better understanding of the limitations with

regards to the security guarantees provided by these technologies, better

practices in terms of how modern TEEs are architected, as well as perti-
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nent observations which are likely to influence future TEE architectures.

As hardware-assisted mechanisms for building run-time defenses become

more widespread it likewise becomes important to reason about the in-

dividual benefits, drawbacks and limitations of the different approaches

being deployed and to compare their effectiveness.

One might ask why so many hardware-assisted defenses are being de-

ployed in prominent microprocessor architectures over a relatively short

period of time? One reason is that different defenses being deployed to

a particular processor architecture address different attack vectors and

threats. Another phenomenon is that the defenses can be complementary,

or only partially overlapping in terms of security properties. They may also

be based on protection models with mutually exclusive properties. Partial

overlap may be beneficial to enable defense in depth; one mechanism may

remain effective in thwarting an attack, even if other mechanisms fail. On

the other hand, mutually interdependent hardware features may require

trade-offs which can be detrimental to each other when deployed together.

In the following each of these aspects is discussed in detail: 1) protection

model 2) defense in depth, and 3) detrimental trade-offs. Section 4.1.1

discusses the limits of precision inherent in protection policies derived

using static analysis. Table 4.1 summarizes how each of these aspects

manifest themselves in the defenses proposed in Publications I – VI.

Protection model. Run-time defenses such as CFI and shadow stacks

have a deterministic protection model; violations of a particular CFI policy

are detected consistently every time such as violation occurs. In contrast,

PA and the envisioned usage models of MTE [119] are probabilistic; the

outcome of the detection has a varying degree of certainty depending on,

e.g., the size of the PAC, or the number of possible tag values. Probabilistic

defenses are based on ensuring that there is a low chance of an adversary

guessing, e.g., the correct value of a pointer which will pass validation.

Even though PA and MTE are new, emerging technologies, the notion of

probabilistic defenses is not new: the idea that software diversity can be

used to improve software security was proposed already in the late 90’s [59],

but to date ASLR is the only technique to see widespread deployment.

The deterministic and probabilistic models have each their own merits

and disadvantages. Deterministic defenses can allow a system to with-

stand run-time attacks in a setting where the adversary has unrestricted

access to the system. However, if the adversary is able to develop an

exploit that bypasses the deterministic defense, that same exploit can
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Critical 
assets

•Policy

•Training

•Security updates

•Risk Management

















•Forensics

•Threat Intelligence

• Incident Response

Figure 4.1. Different layers of security in a defense-in-depth design pattern for networked
systems. Adapted from [115]. Layers ¶–¸ correspond to the security of the
host, the applications it runs and data stored on the host. Layers ¹–» deal
with the security of the network environment and remote access endpoints.
Layer ½ deals with the physical security and access control to the equipment
that compromise the system. Prevention, monitoring & response are cross-
cutting capabilities applicable to all layers.

subsequently be used to attack other, identical systems without additional

effort. Probabilistic defenses, on the other hand, can usually be bypassed

if the adversary has an unrestricted number of tries to attack the system.

On the upside, a probabilistic defense can prevent an exploit from being

effective against all instances of a program.

Defense in depth. “Defense in depth” refers to a system design which has

multiple layers of defenses in place throughout the system. By using

multiple independent defenses, the system provides redundancy in the

event that a particular defense fails, e.g., if a vulnerability is discovered

which allows the adversary to bypass a particular defense.

Defense in depth is commonly applied as an architectural practice when

designing networked systems. In such a setting the defenses can take

the form of security devices or gateways which form a layered security

architecture. Figure 4.1 illustrates different layers of security that a

reference security architecture for a networked system can incorporate.

An ideal approach to defense-in-depth is both “deep”, incorporating many

layers of defenses, and “narrow”, meaning it aims to minimize the number

of node independent attack paths [88]. The goal of defense in depth is to

enable cross-cutting capabilities, which are applicable to all layers of a

defense-in-depth strategy: prevention, and monitoring & response.

For the purposes of this thesis, the notion of defense in depth should be

viewed in the context of how it applies to the security architecture of a
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Run-time
Attack

















•Policy

•Security patches

•Risk Management

•Bug reports & telemetry 

• Incident Response

Figure 4.2. Example of different layers of security in a defense-in-depth design for hard-
ening software against run-time attacks. Layers À–Ä correspond to defense
strategies in Figure 2.7 (p.49). Layers Å–Ç correspond to platform security
mechanism designed to compartmentalize the effects of malicious or compro-
mised software.

single host or even a single (potentially vulnerable) application. Figure 4.2

illustrates an example reference architecture, where the layers correspond

to architectural security features in modern computing platforms (Å, Æ,

Ç), and defense strategies against run-time attacks identified in Figure 2.7

(p.49, À–Ä). Recall that hardware security (e.g., virtualization or TEEs, Ç),

privilege levels (e.g, protection rings or exception levels, Æ), and processor

isolation (e.g., virtual memory, Å) deal with compartmentalizing the effects

of software flaws or outright run-time attacks. Different classes of run-

time defenses (À–Ä), on the other hand, aim to reducing their surface

of vulnerability within a program. As Figure 2.7 illustrates, different

run-time defenses thwart attacks at different points in the attack graph.

The principle of defense in depth is realized when independent defenses

prevent potential attacks at multiple layers. For example, ARM PA, BTI

and MTE can be deployed in a manner which provides defense in depth

against control-flow hijacking. PA when applied to code pointers increases

the difficulty for run-time attacks to hijacking a programs control-flow via

forged code pointer by requiring any code pointer to be equipped with a

valid PAC (Â). If PA is combined with BTI, in the unlikely event that the

adversary guesses the correct PAC for a forged code pointer value, the

system can enforce CFI guarantees to prevent such forged forward-edge

code pointers from targeting invalid branch targets (Á). Similarly MTE can

be used to reduce the likelihood of unintended writes, e.g., on the stack from

corrupting nearby code pointers (Ä). However, MTE has only a small space
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of possible tag values (4 bits). By ensuring that used tags alternate for

adjacent objects in memory, MTE can be made effective against sequential

overflows, but random access writes will succeed with a 1
16 probability.

Consequently, MTE is not very effective as a prevention mechanism. But

it is useful as a detection mechanism — any tag violation can be reported,

e.g., to the platform provider, via telemetry data, allowing the provider’s

triaging process to the identify the underlying error and patch it. However,

if combined with PA the likelihood of detecting a unintended write against a

pointer can be increased substantially. On the other hand, MTE can detect

temporal memory errors, such as use-after-free in vulnerable programs,

whereas PA is designed to only ensure the pointer integrity in the presence

of spatial errors. Consequently, combining PA with MTE not only provides

defense in depth against control-flow hijacking, but also expands the scope

of protection to cover a larger class of run-time attacks.

Figure 4.3 illustrates how the defenses introduced in Publications I – VI

fit in the taxonomy shown in Figure 2.7 (p.49). Vertically, the defenses

proposed in this thesis cover layers À –Ã in the reference architecture

shown in Figure 4.2. This means that, together, these techniques can be

viewed as a defense-in-depth architecture with means to 1) thwart the

initial violation of the victim program’s memory integrity (Ã in Figure 4.2

and 4.3), 2) the injection of forged pointers (Â), 3) the violation of CFI

properties (Á), and 4) the ability to monitor, measure and report on a

run-time attack, even if it is successful (À).

Horizontally, the solutions provide different levels of coverage. Hard-

Scope (Publication IV) enforces run-time scope integrity guarantees for

both control-flow and non-control data. PARTS (Publication V) protects

only pointers, but covers both code pointer and data pointers with (prob-

abilistic) run-time type-safety guarantees. PACStack (Publication VI)

specifically protects return addresses. Control and return enforcement

(CaRE) (À) represents a traditional control-flow integrity solution, com-

bining coarse-grained forward-edge CFI with a hardware-isolated shadow

stack. While CaRE is specifically geared toward MCU class devices, the

security properties it provides are similar to that of Intel’s CET [70]. C-

FLAT and low-overhead control-flow attestation (LO-FAT) monitor and

attest control-flow events.
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Detrimental trade-offs. However, concurrent use of multiple different

mechanisms may also result in trade-offs that are detrimental from a

security perspective. An example of a detrimental trade-off exists between

PA and Memory Tagging Extension introduced in the ARMv8.5-A proces-

sor architecture. MTE allows 4-bit tags to be assigned to each pointer

and memory allocation (at 16-byte granularity). When MTE is enabled,

memory accesses where the pointer tag and allocation tag do not match

will trap, allowing the OS to choose an appropriate course of action. The

MTE pointer tags use the existing top-byte-ignore (TBI) feature of the

ARM ISA that partially overlaps with the bits used to store PA extension

PAC. This means that when both features are enabled, the PAC size is

reduced by eight bits to accommodate MTE.

4.1.1 Policy precision

CFI is to-date one of the most prominent defenses against control-flow

hijacking attacks. It has been deployed in different forms by major OSs,

and (coarse-grained) hardware-enforced CFI is also part of CET for future

Intel, and BTI for future ARM processors. There is no doubt that CFI

raises the bar for the adversary, but CFI suffers from limitations which

should be taken into account when designing future defenses. In particular,

the majority of proposed CFI solutions are stateless, i.e., they validate each

control-flow transfer based on a statically derived CFG. The CFG of a

program is inherently imprecise, since according to Rice’s theorem it is

undecidable whether or not each path in the CFG can be taken at run-

time [111]. Consequently, stateless CFI cannot distinguish between control-

flow transfers which are dependent of the previous control-flow paths the

program has taken to reach its current state. This limitation is not specific

to coarse-grained CFI; it applies even to fully-precise static CFI [27], which

is the most restrictive stateless policy possible without breaking intended

functionality. Specifically this limitation means that all stateless CFI

schemes are vulnerable to control-flow bending [27]. Conceptually, control-

flow bending can be be viewed as over-privilege in the CFI policy that

results from enforcement which only takes the statically known control-

flow transfers into account.

In contrast, stateful CFI can achieve more expressive, and consequently

more precise, policies. Stateful CFI can take into account previous control-

flow transfers taken by the program when determining whether or not a

particular control flow should be allowed. The most prominent example of
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stateful CFI is the shadow stack. In fact, the results by Carlini et al. [27]

show that a shadow stack (or equivalent mechanism) is essential for the

security of CFI. Indeed, also CET complements its coarse-grained CFI

enforcement with a hardware-assisted shadow stack.

An analogous problem to control-flow bending in CFI arises when en-

forcing DFI [28]. DFI enforcement is based on an analysis of reaching

definitions in the program’s static DFG. A reaching definition for a given

instruction is the set of (prior) instructions that assign values to variables

which can be assigned to, i.e. “reach”, a variable the given instruction oper-

ates on. Lu et al. [84] show that DFI is vulnerable to data-flow bending

which exploits the inherent imprecision in the data-flow analysis (DFA)

used to derive the DFG, and consequently the reaching definitions that

constitute the DFI policy. They identify the following sources of impre-

cision for the DFA used to derive the DFI policy. 1) path-insensitivity,

2) context-insensitivity, and 3) field-insensitivity.

Similar to stateless CFI, classic DFA shares insensitivity to control-flow

paths. The analysis assumes that each path through the program’s CFG

is possible at run-time. In reality, some paths never occur during normal

execution, and a conservative analysis merges the reaching definitions from

paths that are mutually exclusive. In contrast, path-sensitive DFAs [67,

132, 144] collect information about particular paths, such as whether or not

a path is dependent on the predicates at conditional branch instructions.

Using such path information, the analysis may be able to indicate whether

or not a particular path is feasible or infeasible. However, in general

the satisfiability of the combined predicates is undecidable if all path

information is taken into account.

A context-insensitive DFA does not distinguish reaching definitions be-

tween different invocations of a function. As a result, the set of reaching

definitions of a function (over-approximated by the analysis) is the union

of each of the reaching definitions of each of a function’s invocations.

Finally, a field-insensitivite DFA does not distinguish between discrete

fields of a memory object, such as a C struct. As a result, the analysis

considers accesses to any field within a struct as an access to the struct as

a whole. Consequently the reaching definitions of all fields are the same.

Together, these shortcomings demonstrate the pitfalls of relying only

on the static representation of the program to derive security policies for

run-time behavioural integrity. Each publication presented in this thesis

avoids this pitfall:
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• In Publication I, CaRE leverages a shadow stack, one of the well-

known techniques to enhance CFI enforcement.

• In Publication II and III, C-FLAT and LO-FAT inherently record the

entire control-flow path taken by the program, allowing the verifier

to enforce stateful CFI policies.

• In Publication IV, we designed the RSE enforcement in HardScope

to avoid the pitfalls of relying on only static DFA, which makes

HardScope path-, context-, and field-sensitive.

• In Publication V, PARTS and Qualcomm’s original PA-based return

address protection incorporate the location of the return address as

part of the modifier, providing a weak form of sensitivity to the taken

control-flow path.

• In Publication VI, PACStack avoids issues inherent to path-

insensitive solutions by deriving its reuse-resistance from dynamic

properties, i.e., the precise order of return addresses on the call stack.

4.2 Practical implications

Recall from Section 1.3 the three aspects by which the efficacy of the

solutions proposed in this thesis are evaluated: security, usability, and

deployability. So far, Section 4.1 has discussed the theoretical implica-

tions each solution has on security. This section will discuss the practical

implications each solution has on the deployability in the real world.

In general, the deployability of run-time defenses is primarily dependent

on their compatibility with existing programs (pre-compiled binaries, or

source code, depending on the use case) and the impact the solution has

on the performance of the software at run-time (measured in execution

time, and / or memory overhead). However, for some use cases, this is a

simplification we adopt in order to convey the cost of the solutions in a

manner which is comparable to prior work, and also to allow future work

to be compared with ours. Consider for instance defenses targeting MCU-

class IoT devices in Publication I, II, III, and IV. The impact on performance

the solution incurs can be offset by increasing the processing capacity and /

or memory of the platform, allowing us to achieve the same performance as

the non-protected instance of the software, at an increased price (measured

in e or $) per unit. The same trade-off may not be possible for powerful
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application processors, which may already be performing at the peak

capacity achievable using the current semiconductor fabrication process.

In both cases, minimizing the impact on system performance the defense

incurs may take precedence over the level of security it provides, as long

as an acceptable level of security requirements are met. Current industry

practices indicate that defense techniques should achieve less than 5%

performance overhead to be considered for real-world deployment [131].

All security comes at a cost; whether or not the cost of increased security

is reasonable for a given system depends on the perceived cost of a suc-

cessful attack against that system, and the likelihood of such an attack

occurring. This risk a system is exposed to can be determined through a

process of risk assessment, e.g., FAIR [73]. The reality is that IoT security

is still in its infancy; the vast majority of traditional security controls we

expect for commonplace networked devices, such as desktops, smartphones

and servers, simply do not exist for a large class of IoT devices. The issues

with IoT security are compounded by the fact that the IoT market is not es-

pecially conscious of security; the onus on device vendors is to get their IoT

products to the market — security concerns may not even be acknowledged

at the design phase.

Under these circumstances, does it even make sense to consider CFI

or any other run-time defenses for IoT devices? In many ways IoT still

has more immediate security concerns. For instance, a 2020 survey of

more than 1.2 million IoT devices in healthcare and enterprise locations

in the United States throughout 2018 and 2019 revealed that 98% of IoT

device traffic is unencrypted, exposing personal and confidential data on

the network [100]. The uptake of security technologies such as (end-to-end)

encryption of communication in IoT devices is to a large degree enabled

by hardware security features that are integrated by MCU manufacturers

in modern MCU system on chips (SoCs) [104]. For example, the chal-

lenge of providing communication security by implementing the Transport

Layer Security (TLS) protocol on an IoT device is often the cost and effi-

ciency of implementing the public-key cryptographic algorithms required

by TLS. Hardware-based acceleration of cryptographic functionality which

allows the embedded application to offload cryptographic computing tasks

onto specialized hardware components within the system enables TLS

to be implemented with satisfactory performance for many application

domains [104]. The technology for cryptographic hardware acceleration is

not new to IoT, but has been deployed in general purpose microprocessors
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for a decade [147]. It is likely that, similar to cryptographic hardware

accelerators, hardware-assisted run-time defenses will also be deployed

for IoT in time. Publication I demonstrates that by leveraging hardware

security features available in MCUs today, the cost of CFI can be reduced

by an order of magnitude, even when being retrofitted to pre-compiled

binaries. Publication IV and III on the other hand show that specialized

hardware assistance can achieve small or even negligible performance

overheads, even in MCU-class devices.

4.2.1 Reliability of performance evaluation

A challenge with evaluating defenses against run-time attacks is the lack

of a standard regimen of tests to assess both security, performance, and

compatibility. CPU benchmarks, e.g., SPEC CPU1, have become a mainstay

for assessing the performance overhead of, e.g., CFI defenses. However,

researchers often resort to ad-hoc evaluation based on tests on a limited

set of software. This problem is magnified when evaluating solutions for

MCUs; this class of embedded devices are too resource-constrained to be

able to support SPEC benchmarks.

CFI CaRE. In Publication I, we instead opted to use the synthetic Dhrys-

tone benchmark [141]. Dhrystone is an old benchmark, the first version

being developed in Ada already 1984 by Reinhold P. Weicker for assessing

general-purpose CPU peformance for integer operations. The benchmark

attempts to mimic properties of programs written in FORTRAN, PL/1,

SAL, ALGOL 68, and Pascal and provides an, at the time, representative

mix of programming constructs: procedure calls, pointer indirections, as-

signments, etc. Today, Dhrystone is no longer seen as a representative

benchmark for assessing CPU performance and has been replaced by more

complex processor benchmarks such such as SPEC and CoreMark2. By

today’s standards Dhrystone suffers from the following shortcomings [142]:

1) its expectations of properties found in typical programs are no longer

representative of real-life programs, 2) its susceptible to compiler opti-

mizations, 3) modern CPUs may fit the benchmark in their instruction

cache due to its small code size. Drawbacks 1) and 2) are exemplified by

an over-representation of string operations in the C version of Dhrystone.

This property stems from the original Ada version of Dhrystone; strings in

Ada are built-in as a native type at the language level, whereas strings in
1https://www.spec.org/
2https://www.eembc.org/coremark/
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C are not, so a simple variable assignment in the reference benchmarks

are implemented as buffer copy operations in the C version. However, the

strings in Dhrystone are of known constant length and can be allocated

at natural alignment which allows a compiler to unroll loops of string

copy operations, thus potentially improving string copy performance sig-

nificantly. Consequently, Dhrystone ends up measuring the compiler’s

ability to optimize the workload rather than the capabilities of the CPU.

Likewise, library calls are made within the timed portion of Dhrystone.

Typically, those library calls consume the majority of the time consumed by

Dhrystone. Drawback 3) can cause Dhrystone to not accurately measure

instruction fetch performance, as its code is already present in the cache.

Despite Dhrystone being more revealing as a compiler benchmark than

as a hardware benchmark, we argue that Dhrystone is still a relevant

benchmark for measuring the impact of CaRE in Publication I. This is

because, to assess the performance of CaRE, we measure the relative de-

crease in performance between the baseline (uninstrumented) Dhrystone

compared to a version of the Dhrystone binary protected with CaRE. Addi-

tionally, Dhrystone is easy to use, well documented, has few dependencies

on system libraries (libc), implemented in plain C and can be ported to

almost any system, even significantly resource-constrained MCUs. Its

shortcomings are well understood, and even though semiconductor design

companies such as ARM do not recommend using it, they still publish

detailed guidelines on how to perform measurements using Dhrystone [6]

on their processors. To avoid compiler optimizations from skewing the

results, e.g., unrolling and inlining string copy operations, we opted to

disable optimizations in our experiments. Since CaRE leverages binary

instrumentation, rather than compiler-driven instrumentation, and we

instrument the same binaries used for the baseline measurement, our

measurements are also not affected by differences in the code generated by

the compiler. Additionally, the Cortex-M233 CPU, synthesized on our field-

programmable gate array (FPGA) testbed, has only a two-stage pipeline

and no built-in instruction caches. This means that instruction caching

does not affect our measurements.

HardScope. In Publication IV, we opted to use the CoreMark [61] bench-

mark suite. CoreMark is a benchmark designed specifically to measure the

performance of MCUs and CPUs used in embedded systems and is intended

as a replacement for the Dhrystone benchmark. CoreMark addresses the
3https://developer.arm.com/ip-products/processors/cortex-m/cortex-m23
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shortcomings on Dhrystone in terms of susceptibility to compiler opti-

mizations by ensuring benchmark operations derive values that are not

available at compile time. Consequently, compilers cannot pre-compute

the expected result of the benchmark operations. In addition, all code used

within the timed portion of the benchmark is fully self-contained and does

not make library calls to external code (e.g. libc).

Both CoreMark and Dhrystone exercise a very limited set of functionality.

This is a consequence of the benchmarks being designed to scale down

to 8-bit MCUs and other embedded systems with constrained memory.

For instance, the list-processing benchmark in CoreMark avoids dynamic

allocations and instead partitions a portion of the available data space

into programmer-managed memory blocks [61]. One block contains the

list itself, and the other contains the data items. Because the list and data

items are sequentially allocated within the memory blocks our prototype

RSE GCC plug-in can determine the bounds of the memory block statically,

and instrument list operations as though they are operating on sequential

arrays. However, real-world programs may exhibit programming patterns

which cause difficulties to the heuristics of the RSE GCC plug-in. An

example of this are deeply nested pointers in, e.g., a sparsely allocated

linked list. If the linked list elements are allocated sparsely, i.e., from non-

continuous portions of the data space, operations that iterate through the

list in another scope would require a separate rule to be created for element

in the list. Consequently, some programming patterns, such as passing

the head of a linked to an iterator, would cause HardScope hardware

resources to be used inefficiently and result in increased time spent in

HardScope context switches due to more frequent stalls at run-time. This

is a drawback of the design which constraints the number of rules that can

be managed efficiently by the HardScope hardware. To allow programmers

to use HardScope with programming constructs that are challenging for

the automatic instrumentation to deal with, we designed the HardScope

programmer’s API. The API allows programmers to decide the best (e.g.,

the most performant) approach to obtain or delegate access to memory

objects. It also enables experimentation with different access control

policies based on HardScope, beyond the function-granularity isolation

currently supported by the RSE GCC plug-in.

C-FLAT and LO-FAT. Publication II and III target cyber-physical systems,

such as sensors, actuators, process control systems, etc. A defining feature

of cyber-physical systems is that the physical and software components
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that comprise the system are deeply intertwined. As a result, the per-

formance requirements usually depend on physical processes associated

with the system, which operate on comparatively slow physical timescales.

Consequently, synthetic CPU benchmarks, such as Dhrystone and Core-

Mark, which are designed to measure system performance under constant

full load are not suitable for evaluating C-FLAT and LO-FAT. Instead, we

opted to base our evaluation on representative examples of actual cyber-

physical control software. Unfortunately, cyber-physical systems deployed

in the real-world are predominantly based on closed, proprietary software,

typically tied to a particular hardware platform. In order to find suitable,

open-source cyber-physical control software we turned to the hobbyist

community for the various single-board microcontroller and computer kits,

such as the Arduino4 and Raspberry Pi5. We identfied a number of suitable

open-source cyber-physical systems developed by hobbyists, and ported

two representative examples to our testbed: Open Syringe Pump6 and

Soldering Iron Controller7.

While the assessment of Publication II and III are based on tests on a

limited set of software, the chosen software provides functionality, which is

representative of a large class of cyber-physical systems. For example, the

soldering iron controller implements a proportional-integral-derivate (PID)

control-loop mechanism which is widely used in industrial control systems,

and other applications requiring continuously modulated control. The sy-

ringe pump provides the control logic for a stepper motor which physically

operates the syringe. Similar stepper motor control logic is required in a

wide variety of electronics, including disk drivers, flatbed scanners, com-

puter and 3D printers, plotters, slot machines, image scanners, compact

disc drives, intelligent lighting, camera lenses, and CNC machines. We

published the C-language source code of the sample applications we ported

to our testbed. Our version of the syringe pump software has subsequently

been used independently in other publications on run-time defenses for

cyber-physical systems [34, 149, 45, 130].

PARTS and PACStack. In contrast to the aforementioned publications,

Publication V and VI describe defenses geared toward ARM application
4https://www.arduino.cc/
5https://www.raspberrypi.org/
6https://web.archive.org/web/20171201114059/https://hackaday.io/project/1838-open-

syringe-pump [Archived: 2017-12-01]
7https://create.arduino.cc/projecthub/sfrwmaker/soldering-iron-controller-for-hakko-

907-8c5866
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processors. Accordingly, we base our performance evaluation on CPU

benchmarks designed for general purpose CPUs. However, at the time of

writing, PA-capable hardware has only been deployed in proprietary Apple

SoCs starting from the A12 and S4 chipsets [4]. However, as the devices

based on PA-capable chipsets (e.g., the iPhone XS, iPhone XS Max, and

iPhone XR) use a closed operating system, they are not suitable for our

evaluation. Instead, we developed a methodology to estimate the perfor-

mance overhead of PARTS and PACStack, which is based on 1) functional

evaluation on ARM’s ARMv8.3-A Fixed Virtual Platform (FVP) full system

simulator, 2) performance evaluation using a PA analogue on non-PA hard-

ware. The FVP implements a functionally accurate model of the simulated

hardware platforms including processors, memory, and peripherals. How-

ever, it is not cycle-accurate, i.e., all instructions execute in one master

cycle. Therefore, it cannot be used for performance evaluation. Instead, we

estimate the cost of PA instructions based on prior performance evaluation

of the QARMA block cipher [15]. The QARMA algorithm is named by

ARM as the reference algorithm for PA in the ARMv8.3-A architecture [9]

but, according to the specification, CPU manufacturers are allowed to

realize PA using other, implementation-defined algorithms. We do not

account for potential speed benefits of micro-architectural optimization,

such as opportunistic pipelining or the inclusion of several parallel PAC

computing engines per core in our estimate and for simplicity, we also

assume equal cycle counts for all PA instructions. We therefore emphasize

that while our estimate is intended to provide a realistic evaluation of

PARTS and PACStack, real-world performance is likely to vary depending

on the specific MAC algorithm and other micro-architectural properties in

actual hardware implementation. Based on our estimate, we construct a

PA analogue designed to mimic the properties expected of PA instructions

(Publication V Section 7.3.1) and instrumented the binary executables used

for benchmarking with the PA analogue in lieu of actual PA instructions.

In Publication V we ran performance benchmarks on a 96boards Kirin

620 HiKey (LeMaker version) ARM development board8. However, we ran

into complications using the SPEC CPU benchmarks in our evaluation.

The current version of the SPEC CPU benchmark suite, SPEC CPU2017,

has replaced many tests in the previous, now retired SPEC CPU2006 with

significantly larger and more complex workloads. This has raised concerns

in the high-performance computer architecture community that simulating
8https://www.96boards.org/product/hikey/
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all the CPU2017 benchmarks for hardware design trade-off evaluation is

likely to become extremely difficult [101]. Since our functional verification

also relies on hardware simulation, full SPEC simulation times on the

FVP proved to be unmanageable. Additionally, the memory requirement

of CPU2017 exceeded the capacity of the HiKey board. Consequently,

we had to resort to an alternative CPU benchmark. We opted for the

Linux/Unix port of the synthetic nbench-byte benchmark9. Nbench-byte

(a.k.a. BYTEmark) consists of now discontinued BYTE Magazine’s native

mode benchmark programs. It is designed to measure a systems CPU

and memory performance and is commonly used for evaluation in use

cases where the SPEC CPU benchmarks are not suitable, e.g., performance

evaluation of SGX enclaves [32, 82, 124, 117, 20].

In Publication VI, we adopted a similar evaluation methodology as in

Publication V but instead of a HiKey development board as the hardware

platform for performance evaluation we used Amazon EC2 A1 Bare Metal

instances made available in October 2019. A1 instances allow native ARM-

based workloads to be run in Amazon’s Elastic Compute Cloud on custom

AWS Graviton ARM processors. The increased computing power of the A1

instances compared to the HiKey development board enabled us to run a

full set of C/C++ benchmarks. We verified the correctness of the PACStack

instrumentation on the FVP using the simplest test workload to validate

that each benchmark runs to completion and that acceptable outputs are

generated. We then ran the ref workload using binaries instrumented

with a version of the PACStack instrumentation which substitutes PA

instructions with the PA-analogue.

4.2.2 Compatibility

Concurrent to Publication V, Xu et al. developed the CONFIRM mi-

crobenchmark suite [148]. CONFIRM proposes a set of metrics derived

from the authors’ attempts to apply many CFI solutions to large, real-world

software projects and manually testing the hardened software for correct-

ness. The metrics are chosen to assess whether or not CFI defenses pre-

serve the intended semantics of software in various corner cases that are

known to cause compatibility issues, e.g., function pointers, setjmp/longjmp

and C++ exception handling. CONFIRM is intended to provide a standard

regimen of tests for assessing the compatibility of CFI mechanisms.
9http://www.math.utah.edu/~mayer/linux/bmark.html
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In Publication VI, we evaluated the compatibility of PACStack against

the CONFIRM metrics. CONFIRM consists of 24 programs written in

C++. However, a subset of the CONFIRM metrics are specific to Microsoft

Windows and / or the x86 architecture family. Out of the 24 programs, only

11 compiled and ran successfully in Linux on the 64-bit ARM architecture.

PACStack passed all 11 tests.

4.3 Recommendations for further research

This section identifies three recommendation for further research based on

the discussion in this chapter. These are: 1) investigate context- and path-

sensitive policies for run-time integrity enforcement 2) improve methods

for monitoring and responding to run-time attacks 3) develop standardized

benchmarks for security and compatibility.

Context- and path-sensitive enforcement. As discussed in Section 4.1.1,

recent results [27, 84] have demonstrated the theoretical limits of CFI and

DFA enforcement based on policies derived using static analysis. Going

forward, future solutions with the goal to protect the run-time integrity

of vulnerable programs should not only acknowledge the limitations in

precision inherent to static analysis, but also aim to overcome these limi-

tations. A promising approach for achieving context- and path-sensitive

enforcement is to leverage run-time information to narrow down, e.g., the

set of control-flow transfers that are possible. In Publication VI, we demon-

strate how to mitigate pointer-reuse attacks against PA by binding the

PAC that protects return addresses to the entire control-flow path that

lead to a particular return address. Whether or not similar techniques

could also be applied to also protect data pointers against reuse remains

an open problem.

Monitoring & response. The vast majority of run-time defenses in cur-

rent literature are aimed toward prevention, i.e., thwarting an attack in

progress before it can cause harm. The action taken by preventive so-

lutions when an attack is detected is to terminate the offending process.

However, with the adversary having an asymmetric advantage over the

defenders, more focus should be directed toward how run-time defenses

contribute to the ability to monitor a live system, and provide a meaningful

response to ongoing attacks. After all, a real-world attack does not end

when the vulnerable program is terminated. Typically, the process has
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to be restarted eventually. Unless the attack vector which allowed the

adversary to attack the system has been closed, they can attack the system

again and attempt to bypass the defense. In Section 4.1 we discussed how,

e.g., ARM MTE tag violation can be reported to the platform provider via

telemetry data, allowing the provider’s triaging process to use MTE as

a detection mechanism. In Publications II and III, we demonstrate two

solutions for control-flow attestation. How to best utilize run-time defenses

for triaging and response, however, remains an open problem.

Benchmarks for security & compatibility. The final recommendation for

further research is to address the lack of a standard regimen of tests to

assess security and compatibility. In Section 4.2.2, we described our expe-

riences with the CONFIRM microbenchmark suit for assessing the com-

patibility of CFI solutions. The main challenge we faced with CONFIRM

is that only 1
3 of CONFIRM test cases were compatible with 64-bit ARM

Linux. This challenge is not unique to CONFIRM; current benchmarks for

evaluating the security of run-time defenses, e.g. Wilander et al.’s Runtime

Intrustion Prevention Evaluator (RIPE) [143]10, are predominantly de-

signed for x86 processors. RIPE benchmarks include architecture-specific

assembly and shell code, which makes them challenging to port to the

other architectures, such as ARM. Recently, RIPE was ported to the ARM

architecture by Feng et al. [58]11. However, they were only able to replicate

41 attacks out of 850 attack forms in the original RIPE, and only support

32-bit ARM processors.

The U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) main-

tains the Juliet Test Suite, a collection of 64,099 test cases of software

weaknesses in C / C++ code12. Juliet is comprised of test cases in C / C++,

but it is intended for studying the performance of static analysis tools [94].

Consequently, the Juliet test cases don’t include corresponding malicious

input and thus are not directly usable for evaluating run-time defenses.

Our conclusion is that there’s a gap in the current state of the art for

a freely available, cross-platform benchmark suit which would provide a

common baseline for evaluating security and compatibility of run-time

defenses. Such a test suite should assert the operation of test cases under
10The current version of RIPE is available at

https://github.com/johnwilander/RIPE
11Feng et al.’s ARM port of RIPE is available at

https://github.com/flwave/FastCFI/tree/master/RIPE_ARM
12The Juliet Test Suite is available at the NIST Software Assurance Reference Dataset

Project homepage at https://samate.nist.gov/SARD/testsuite.php
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the following conditions: 1) the expected behaviour with benign input, that

asserts whether or not the evaluated defense leaves normal behaviour

intact, and 2) the prevention of the unintended behaviour with malicious

input, that asserts whether or not the defense is effective.
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5. Conclusion

It is well known that to be practical, security solutions must balance se-

curity against usability, and the cost of deployment. Defenses against

run-time attacks, such as CFI, are particularly sensitive to their impact

on run-time performance; current industry practices indicate that defense

techniques should achieve less than 5% performance overhead to be con-

sidered for deployment. Consequently, software-based defenses must often

trade off security guarantees to achieve reasonable efficiency.

This thesis presents new results that show how hardware-assisted de-

fenses can allow solutions to maintain both a high-level of security and

efficiency by leveraging hardware features designed for run-time security.

In summary, the results of this thesis are:

Adapting hardware-assisted defenses for embedded systems. We demon-

strate how well-known run-time defenses, CFI and shadow stacks, can be

harnessed to meet the security demands of resource-constrained embedded

systems (Publication I). We show that leveraging hardware-assistance for

isolated execution can improve the efficiency of strongly-protected shadows

stacks by an order of magnitude, compared to software-based solutions.

Novel techniques for run-time attestation. We propose control-flow attes-

tation, a novel technique for attesting the run-time behaviour of embedded

devices (Publication II and III). CFA improves the ability monitor and

respond to attacks against embedded device. We show through simulations

that, with hardware-assistance, CFA can be realized without incurring

any performance overhead for the attested software.

Thwart attacks that defeat CFI. We propose new hardware-assisted mech-

anisms that allow the enforcement of memory access policies that can be

effective against data-oriented attacks (Publication IV). Our mechanisms

are efficient, incurring only ≈ 3% overhead in embedded benchmarks.
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Finally, we show how the security of defenses built on ARM PA can

be improved to withstand pointer reuse attacks against code and data

pointers (Publication V), and provide optimal protection for return ad-

dresses (Publication VI). The techniques we propose for improved code

pointer and return-address protection provide better or equal security as

currently deployed defenses based on CFI and shadow stacks, and meet the

performance target for real-world adoption (≈ 3% overhead on average).

All results in this thesis are relevant for improving the security of modern

IoT and mobile platforms. Identifying practical solutions for improving the

security of IoT is important due to the increased scale of deployment of

IoT devices, and the poor state of IoT security. For resource-constrained

devices, hardware-assistance will be a deciding factor in enabling the

uptake of security technologies such as encryption, isolated execution, and

defenses against run-time attacks. Likewise, on application processors,

hardware-assistance will enable defenses that offer strong security, with

an acceptable trade-off in performance. Our work in improving PA-based

defenses is particularly timely, as PA technology has already seen early

adoption, and will see widespread deployment in the next generation of

CotS ARM processors. As such, the work in this thesis has identified

both novel directions for future research on run-time defenses, as well as

concrete improvements that will aid practitioners deploying mechanisms

such as PA in the real world.

The arms race between increasingly sophisticated attacks and defenses to

thwart them will surely continue. It is inevitable, that the threat landscape

facing computer systems will be ever-changing. However, the increased

adoption of technology for hardware-assisted defenses demonstrates that

future computer systems will be better equipped to enable designs that

incorporate security from the ground up rather than as an afterthought.
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Errata

Publication V

Table 5. in Appendix C incorrectly lists the backwards-compatibility of

some Pointer Authentication instruction with pre-existing ARMv8-A pro-

cessors. A corrected table has been included on page 120.
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ARMv8-A PA Instructions

List of PA instructions. PA Key indicates the PA key the instruction uses. Addr. indicates the source of the address to be signed /
authenticated (Xd indicates that the address is specified using a general purpose register). Mod. indicates the modifier used by
the instruction (Xm indicates that the modifier is specified by a general purpose register.) The backwards-compatible column
indicates if the instruction encoding resides in the NOP space for pre-existing ARMv8-A processors.

Instruction Mnemonic
PA Key

Addr. Mod.
Backwards-
compatibleInstr. Data Gen-

A B A B eric

BASIC POINTER AUTHENTICATION INSTRUCTIONS

Add PAC to instr. addr.

paciasp 3 LR SP 3
pacia 3 Xd Xm 7
paciaz 3 LR zero 3
paciza 3 Xd zero 7
pacia1716 3 X17 X16 3
pacibsp 3 LR SP 3
pacib 3 Xd Xm 7
pacibz 3 LR zero 3
pacizb 3 Xd zero 7
pacib1716 3 X17 X16 3

Add PAC to data addr.

pacda 3 Xd Xm, 7
pacdza 3 Xd zero 7
pacdb 3 Xd Xm 7
pacdzb 3 Xd zero 7

Calculate generic MAC pacga 3 7

Authenticate instr. addr.

autiasp 3 LR SP 3
autia 3 Xd Xm 7
autiaz 3 LR zero 3
autiza 3 Xd zero 7
autia1716 3 X17 X16 3
autibsp 3 LR SP 3
autib 3 Xd Xm 7
autibz 3 LR zero 3
autizb 3 Xd zero 7
autib1716 3 X17 X16 3

Authenticate data addr.

autda 3 Xd Xm 7
autdza 3 Xd zero 7
autdb 3 Xd Xm 7
autdzb 3 Xd zero 7

Strip PAC
xpacd Xd 7
xpaci Xd 7
xpaclri LR 3

COMBINED POINTER AUTHENTICATION INSTRUCTIONS

Authenticate instr. addr.
and return

retaa 3 LR SP 7
retab 3 LR SP 7

Authenticate instr. addr.
and branch

braa 3 Xd Xm 7
braaz 3 Xd zero 7
brab 3 Xd Xm 7
brabz 3 Xd zero 7

Authenticate instr. addr.
and branch with link

blraa 3 Xd Xm 7
blraaz 3 Xd zero 7
blrab 3 Xd Xm 7
blrabz 3 Xd zero 7

Authenticate instr. addr.
and exception return

eretaa 3 ELR SP 7
eretab 3 ELR SP 7

Authenticate data. addr.
and load register

ldraa 3 Xd zero 7
ldrab 3 Xd zero 7
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